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Hon. L. B. Bolton: The sordid side could
be kept from publication.

Hlof. C. G. LATHAM: The sordid side
of some criminal offences is much more
demoralising.

lion. L. B. Bolton: I agree with that, too.

Hon. C. G. LATIHAM: I (10 not read the
reports of divorce eases.

lion. C. F. Baxter: You are sophist .i-
cated 1

lion. C. G. LATHAM: As one grows
older one gets sophisticated. It all depends
upon the company ode keeps.

Hon. L. B. 1 olton: Is that why you camne
here from another place?

Hon. C. G. LATHAM: if I am entitled
to answer interjctions, I would say that I
came here because there appeared to be no
better place to go to.

Hon.,L. B3. Bolton: That is a compliment.
Hon. C2. 0. LATHAMA: I have found- it

a nice spot. I have been well received and
I hope that my stay will he a long one.

Hon. J. A. Dirinmitt: Hear, hear!

Hon. C. G. LATHAM: I feel that we
shall get on very wel[ together. If we get
on as wvell as we have up to date, I shall
lie satisfied--and I hope members will, be
too. That is my contribution to the Address-
in-reply debate. I wish to congratulate the
Ministers, who have taken on a big job, -but
they do not want to 'get the notion that
theirs is the only opinion.

The Honoraryv Minister: You are a nice
one to talk like that!

Haon. C. G. LATHAM: In Western Aiss-
tralia there are many people anxious to
help. That is the co-operative spirit of the
people of the British Empire and it will
get us out of our difficulties. We still have
a diffltult task ahead of us. I would not
like to see the Old Country fail; I would
give my last shilling and would work until
I could toil no longer to prevent it, and I
think my sentiments are shared by every true
Australian. Let us give the Old Country
whatever help we can to assist her to rally.
She may be passing through a temporary
phase, hut her people are tightening their
belts. Let us join with them and make
sacrifices equal to theirs.

On motion by Hen. A. Thomson, debate
adjourned.

House adjourned at 5.64 pi.
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The SPEAKER took the Chair at 4.30
p.m., and read prayers.

QUESTIONS.

RAILWAYS.

As to Tenders for Supplying Locomotives.

Mr. STYANTS (onl notice) asked the
Minister for Railways:

In the "Kalgoorlie Miner" of the 26th
July he is reported to have said that since
his Government took office, orders had been
placed for about 65 locomotives. If correctly
reported, will hie inform the House of the
following details--

(1) Classes and numfbers of engines in-
volved in each class?

(2) Dates tenders were called for eachV
(3) Dates tenders were accepted?
(4) Names of successful tenderers?
(5) Approximate dates of delivery I
(6) The date that tenders were called for

the 25 PR locomotives, the contract for
which was recently signed?

(7) Date tenders were accepted?

The MINISTER replied:
(1) 65 locomotives are on order, classes

and numbers heing:-(a) PR, 25 loco-
motives; (b) 4-8-2 light rail, 30 locomotives.

(2) (a) Quotations 1vc~e sought through
Agent General by cable dated the 17th Octo-
ber, 1946; (b) In view of the necessity for
early augmentation of light rail locomotive
stockc, approval was given on the 7th July,
1947, to placing an order for the light rail
locomotives, subject to right of cancellation
following report of Royal Commissioner on
Railways.
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(3) (a) Cabinet approved acceptance of
tender on 24/3/47, subject to confirmning ap-
proval of incoming Government; confirming-
approval given on 3/6/47, and order placed
by cable dated 11/6/47; (b) verbal order
placed withi local agent on 10/7/47 and con-
firmned on 18/7/47.

(4) (a) North British Locomotive Com-
pany Ltd.; (b) Beyer Peacock & Co.

(5) (a) Original delivery quoted was to
commence September, 1948, at rate of three
per week, but subsequent advice is that de-
livery is unlikely to commence before mid
1949 at earliest, owing to delay in accept-
ance of quotations; (h) 1950.

(6) Answered by number (2) (a).

(7) Answered by number (3) (a). Also
10 PR class engines are to be built at Ad-
land Workshops.

ELECTRICITY SUPPLIES.
*As to Completing Roleystone Extension, etc.

Mr. WILT) (on notice) asked the Minister
for Works:

(1) In view of the residents of Roley-
stone havingr gone to all the expense in-
volved in having their houses, shops, churches.
and other premises wired for electricity,
following on the erection of the main trans-
mission lines 18 months ago, and that grave
inconvenience and loss is being uffered, will
an assurance be given that every effort will
be made to obtain the neessary insulators
and cross arms, etc., and that when these arc
obtained the work will be completed?

(2) If not, on what work. is it proposed
to use the next quantity of insulators, etc.,,
received and when will such assurance be
given in respect of Roleystonle?

The MINISTER replied:
*(1I) Insulators are in very short supply,

and maintenance of existing transmission
lines must he given first priority. Comple-
tion of the Roleystone extension will be
made before any other major transmission
line extension is undertaken. Every effort
is being made to obtain the necessary in-
sulators and equipmnent.

(2) Answered by (1).

EDUCATION.

As to Shortage of Teachers, etc,

Hon, J. T. TONKIN (on notice) asked
the Minister for Education:

(1) Has his attention been drawn to the
article in "The Daily News" of the 19th

August, headed "M1isled and Sorry," in which
it was stated that the wife of a British
migranat from India had been "most rudely
received" by an Education Department
official?"

(2) In view of the shortage of teachers,
why was it not possible to utilise the services
of the lady concerned?

The 'MINISTER replied:
(1) Yes-s-ince notice of this question was

received. The official of the Education De-
partment, however, denies that anly applicant
has been most rudely received. It is pre-
suimed that the ease in question is that of
Mrs. Huston, a married woman recently ar-
rived from India, to whom the whole posi-
tion was explained in a friendly and cour-
teous manner including the fact that the
Department could not be expected to move
its permanent staff out to the coun try leav-
ing the best positions in the city) and urbani
area., for the benefit of teachers from else-
,where and, further, that no married woman
under the present Act can be permanently
employed by the Department. The offecal
in question is well known to the nmembler
for North-East Fremantle and his know-
ledge of him would indicate that it is ex-
tremely unlikely that anything but courtes y
-would be extended to any inquirer.

(2) After the explanation of the above
facts~and others relevant, the usual employ-
merit form was obtained which must be filled
in by all applicquits, and it is understood
this has not been returned.

KINDERGARTENS.

As t o Gorern ent Assisqtance.

2Mr. GRAHAM (on notice) asked the
Treasurer:

(1) What is the total financial assistance
at, present being grunted to kin dergartens?

(2) What is the basis upon which such
payment is made?

(3) Is it intended to increase the amiount?
(4) If so, to what extent?

The ACTING PREMIER replied:-

(1) Amount paid for financial year
ended the 30th June, 1047, Z£904.

(2) £2 per dapita..

(3) Yes, pursuant to a' decision made
early this year the assistance is being
doubled, but at present further assistance
on a different basis is under consideration.

(4) Answered by (3).
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WATER SUPLIES.

As to Me1tropolitan and Goldfields
Consumption and Charges.

H~on, E, NULSEN (on notice) asked the
Minister for Watter supply:

(1) What is the daily consumption of
water used from 'Munclaring Weir through
the Goldfields pipe line?

(2) How miany gallons of water are de-
livered to Norsemnan daily?

(3) What is the metrolpolitan consump-
tion of water per day?

(4) What is the charge per 1,000 gallons
at Norseman I

(5) What is--
(a) Rebate--domnestic, business, dairy-

ing, gardefling and mining;

(h) Excess-domestic, business, dairy-
ing, gardening and miningY

at Norseman?

The MINISTER replied:
(1) In 1940/47 average consumption

6,1010,000 gallons per dlay; maximum con-
sumiption S,170,000 gallons per day.

(2) Average consgumption 220,000 gal-
lons per day; maximum consumption 280,000
gallons per day.

(3) In 1946/47 average consumiption
27,718,000 gallons per day; maximum con-
sumption 48,423,000 gallons per day.

(4) and (5) Rebate-Os. 8d. per 1,000
gallons. (Rebate does not apply to mining
services.)

Excess--Domestic--If rate paid before
10th March, 5s. per 1,000 for first 5,000;
if rate paid after 10th 'March, Os. per
1,000 for first 5,000; all water exceeding
first 5,000, 3s. per 1,000 gallons-

Excess-Business, dairying and gar-
d~ening, 10s. per 1,000 gallons.

Mining-Flat rate on consumption, 10s.
per thousand gallons.

Special Agreements and Prices--Street
watering, Road Board park, 7s. per
1,000 gallons.

Norseman Hospital-Excess, 3s. per
1,000 gallons.

Standpipe--15s. per 1,000 gallons.

Vegetable Concession (subject to ap-
proval), exp~ires 31st December, 1947-

Ordinary Domestic prices for exces con-
sumption equivalent to excess consumption
for 1941 (5s. or Gs. for first 5,000 gallons)
with maximum of 5,000 at higher price; bal-
ance of excess in ally year over and above
excess con sumption for 1.941, 2s. 6d. per
2,000 gallons; if service unnmetered in 1941
the first 5,000 gallons ia any year charged
at 5s. or Os. and any further excess at 2s.
Cid. per 1,000 ga~ons; if no exceess consump-
tion in 1941, aUl excess each year at 2,. 6d.

Norsenman and Central Norseman Gold
Mines-First 1,108,000 gallons, 10s. per
4,000 gallons (each 4-weekly period) ; bal-
anice eonsumptioi each period, 7s. per 1,0001
gallons.

There have been no substantial chifngc"
in these rates for the last three or four
years.

T.B. EXAMINATIONS.

As to Infected Dairy Cows Destroyed.

M r. HOAR (on notice) asked the Minis-
ter f~ir Agriculture:

On the 21st August he supplied figures
showing the number of T.B. infectedl dairy
cows destroyed in the metropolitan area
(luring 1933-47. Will he now go back to the
commnencemnent of the Dairy Cattle Com-
pensation Act and tell the House how many
T.B. infected dairy cows in the metropolitan
area were destroyed between 1927 and
1933?

The MINISTER replied:
From the -commencement of the Dairy

Cattle Compensation Act in January, 1928,
to the end of December, 1035 (theo previ-
ous figure related to the period commencing
1st January, 1936), 020 head of cattle were
slaughtered.

BANKING, NATIONALISATION.

As to Source of Compensation Faumls.

Mr. B3OVELL (without notice) asked the
Acting Premier,

In view 'of recent Press reports to the
effect that the Prime Minister refused to
disclose to th'e Premier of South Australia
information as to the source from which is
to come the £100,000,000 required to nation-
alise banking in Australia, will the Acting
Premier efideavour to obtain from the Prime
Minister information as to where this money
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is not coming from, namely-
(a) Surplus revenue- that should1 have

been returned to the States
tinder Section 94 of the Con-
stitution;i

(h;) credit-, by foreign countries not
disinterested in the ruin. of Aus-
tralian dexno racy.

The ACTING PREMIER replied:

I think I had better answer the baon, mem-
lher by sa *ving that the matter will receive
eon- iderat ion.

PERSONAL EXPLANATION.

Arfny Premier and Tonnsage of Imports
by Ship.

THE ACTING PEMIER (Hon. A. F.
Witrs-Katanning) :I desire to make a
p ersonal e.%'lanation. On the 20th August
. queicstion asked by the member for
Eas~t Perth regarding tonnage of shipping
reeived in this State dluring the periods
January-February-Mlarchl and April-May-
.lnneI, reslpectivelv, was answered to the effect
that in the first period 89,095 tons 'were
impurtt'd and in the st-cond period 76,177
ton-;. A letter has now been -received from
the General M1anager of the Fremantle
Harbour Trust~ regretting that it was dis-
covered that an error had crept in through
certain ships' cargoes not having been in-
chided, and the correct figure for the April-
.June quarter of the year, as actually re-
cived at Fremantle dluring that period, was
8S,700 tons.

LEAVE OF ABSENCE.

On motion by Mr. Birand, leave of absence
for onle week granted to the* Attorney Geni-
eral (lion. R. R. McDonald-West Perth)
on the ground of urgent private business.

ADDRESS-INC-REPLY.

Ninth Day.

IDebate resumed from the 21st August.

MR. GRAHAM (East Perth) [4.451: It
is not my intention to indulge in the usual
felitcitations because I believe they have
already been overstressed. Rather do I fee[
inplined to say that my wishes in respect of
the matter are that the time in office of
yourself, Mr. Speaker, fWe Chairman of
Committees and Ministers opposite shall be

just as long as one political opponent would
wish of another. My general impulse is
one of expressing thankfulness to my ele-
tors upon their returning me for a further
term. Apart altogether from one's desire
to serve one's State and country, it is in
the case of many of us a matter of ext reint'
personal concern that we be returned onl
accouniit of economic conditions and liveli-
hood. The periodical approach of an elec-
tion is one that conjures, up fears of perhaps
the wvorst happening. On the last occasion
quite a numlber of members were unisuCeSs-
fit] in their attempt to secure re-elction to
Parliament. Having before me the speetnele
of so many new faces, it is only natural that
my thought,; should revert to the period
just over four years ago when I first stood
in this Chamber.

I recall how seized with enthusiasm I was;
at that time, how strong was my idealism and
general desire to serve. I am not suggesting
for one moment that the latter desire is in
any way dampened, but at the same time
a, few years in this House as at member of
this Parliament does teach us certain things.
My experience has been-I iterpolate here
with an intimation that a great deal of my
remnarks will be spoken in a general sense,
not wis.hing directly to eriticise either the
late Government or that which has recently
been elected to office-that a private mem-
her does little else so far as Parliament itself
is concerned than make speeches, further
represenltations and make approaches to
others generally. It is denied such a member
actually to do things or to make decisions,
and accordingly it is only a matter of time
before there comes, I should say, over every
member, unless. he is particularly fortunate
in some respects, a feeling of futility and
frustration.

It is ray considered opinion that private
members should be given greater opportun-
ities to. perform certain functions. I will
have something further to say with regard
to that point later oil in my address, going
beyond what I have already stated, admit-
tedly in sketchy fashion. I come to the
point where I ask myself whether or not
it is really worth while making a contribu-
tion to a general debate -such as that which
is now proceeding, because of the extreme
doubt as to whether or not any real or of-
ficial notice it taken of ideas and suggest-
tions that are submitted by individual
members. I suppose no harm is done in
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one's making a further attempt. Accord-
ingly there are ways in which, I am going
to suggest, certain matters could be ima-
proved for the general welfare of the
State.

There is just one point I would like to
mention apropos of my previous remarks,
and it is that the Government might give
sonme consideration to the appointment of
Asisistant Mi' tes I appreciate that such

a procedure would prove of value only to
those members who sit on your right hand,
Mr. Speaker, but at the same time in poli-
tics it is inevitable that there will he a
turning of the ,"'heel, in consequence of
which the step I suggest might be in-
directly of sonme benefit. I am not speak-
ing- oniy from the standpoint of remunera-
tion, but have in mind the fact that such
nen could play some part directly in the
affairs; of State. At the present moment
the first intimation that a private member
has of work to he undertaken in his elec-
torate i's,, all too often, an announcement
in the morning paper. That applies equally,
of course, with regard to work which
direetly, atwets his electorate in'espeetire of
the fact that it may actually take place
outside its borders.

If there were Assistant 'Ministers, there
would be a greater opportunity for mem-
hors to take a direct part in the State's af-
fair-4 and in administration generally.
Furthermore, on those occasions when Min-
isters were away in other portions of the
State or elsewhere in the Commonwealth-
or when misfortune should strike one or
other of them, necessitating their admis-
sion to hospital, there would be Assistant
Mlinisters who would be familiar with the
working details and administration of
their departments, and there would not be
the interruptions that are occasioned at the
present moment. T recall an incident -when
a deputation to a certain 'Minister was ar-
ranged. Before it could be held the Min-
ister responsible for the department wasc
struck down with illness and his portfolio
was accordingly transferred temporarily to
another Minister. The deputation upon a
certain morning was ushered into the office
of the acting Minister, who confessed quite
frankly that he did not know the first
thing about the matter upon -which the
deputation was seeking to make representa-
tions to him. T emphasise that if we had
Assistant 'Ministers such a position could

he overcome. In addition, I think the
newly-appointed Miniters; already to some
extent feel that they are being over-
burdened with work and in many eases are
required to attend to details which could
be left to an Assistant Minister, thus leav-
ing questions of major policy and more im-
portant matters to be dealt with by the
Minister himself. I wake that suggestion
in the hope that the Government will see
fit to consider it and perhaps give effect
to a decision on it. If that decision were
favourable I am certain it would redound
to the credit of the members of the Gov-
ernment and assist in the better working of
Parliament and of Government depart-
muents.

During the course of my remarks this
afternoon it is not my intention to agfitate
the handle of the parish pump, nor is it my
intention to make any reference to the
electioneeringxthat took place in the recent
campaign. So far as I am concerned, that
election ceased on the 13th M1arch and all

us11 are now taking- preliminary steps or
laying the foundation for a camipaign to
he wageri later on. 'My attitude will be
that should the members of the Govern-
meat err in any degree I shall not hesitate
to be critical of their actions. I may have
%omething to say in one or two connection.,
dealing with that aspect this afternoon,
but I shall take every available oppor-
tunity to remind the members' of the new
Governmi-ent of the many promises and rash
statements which they made to the public
if they fail to keep those promises.

Perhaps it is customary for members of
an Opposition to run to extremes at elec-
tion time. If that he so, then they did so
with a vengeance at the last election, but
I make no criticism of the Government or
its supporters, on that score, except to say
that the members of the Government will
be constantly reminded of the! statements
made by them, and probably mnade in anti
cipation that there would not be a change
in the position of the parties. However,
they have become the Government anO are
now placed in the position of having to
honour the promises they then made. The
only exception I desire to make in connec-
tion with the recent elet-tion is to mention
the slighting- references of th member foil
Victoria Park to a pamphlet which I issued
during my campaign. Ile sought to ridi-
cule the pamphilet on the ground that there,
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was a picture of Parliament House on the
f ront cover. There was no pretence about
that, of course, because no-one would be so
absurd as to think that I was endeavouaring
to claim credit for having erected the build-
ing. I pointed out to my constituents that
Parliament House was the place to which
they had elected mec and to which I was
seeking re-election, and that I had escorted
some hundreds of people over the building
and explained to them the functions of
Parliament and other matters appertaining
to Parliament generally.

I certainly did not resort to the device-
perhaps because of its doubtful advantage
in my ease-of having a photograph of my-
self on the front page; and if I May refer
to the member for Victoria Park, he puib-
lished a photograph which, to all appear-
ances, was taken some time in the last cen-
tury. He is probably smrting from the blows
which lie suffered at the hands of the ex-
Minister for WVorks, who exposed his hollow
claim to responsibility in a large measure
for the action of the Government in comn-
inencing- the construction of the new Cause-
way Th -ebr for Northern told the elec-

tors of Victoria Park, as he had a right to do,
that not one representation had been made to
him in that connection by the present mema-
her for Victoria Park. How I came into
the picture I do not know, except perhaps
that the member for Victoria Perk is, in
essence, the member for the Perth City
Council, and because I, as the miember for
East Perth-this is, not anything singular
with rcsper't to myslf-was responsible for
initiatin2 rertain moves that were finally
,piven effet to by the Perth City Council,
which provided facilities for the people
whom [ iepresent. The member for Vic-
toria Park knows perfectly well that a
State member does make representations
and dues initiate movements that are itim-
atvly dvalt with by local governing bodies,
In' State Government departments and in
many eqaves by Federal departments.Na
totally' , in submitting (one's claims to pee-
tars, a mnember takes advantage of mention-
ing those- matters with whichi he was associ-
ated,

Mr. Read: The City Coumuil dlid those
things.

31r. URAHAMT: I did that, and no more.
The City' Council dlid those things,, of course.
A., T ,aid in my opening remarks, a p~rivate

member of this Parliament in fact does not
do things. He makes representations to
various authorities which have the final
say and, then there arc certain instrument-
alities which actually do the w6rk. If I am
successful in having postal facilities pro-
vided in the electorate of East Perth, surely
to goodness I am not expected by the mem-
ber for Victoria Park to rise at eight o'clock
in the morning, set about laying the founda-
tions and then laying the bricks and com-
pleting the other portions of the building7
That is too ridiculous for words!l

Arising- out of the elections, we have had
certain criticism, unfortunately quite war-
ranted, of the state of the electoral. rolls.
I say nothing about the permanent officers8
of the lectoral Department. I have heard
on various occasions the methods that are
employed by casual persons who I under-
stand are appginted by the department
from time to time to undertake a canvass
of the rolls. On this occasion I bad direct
evidence of the procedure that was followed.
Apparently a canvasser went to a local
corner shop and asked the proprietor who
lived next door and who lived several doors
up and so on. He made his check from
that one building instead of, as was his
bounden duty, going from door to door and
making perisonal inquiries as to who resided
in the houses. The work was done in this,
casuial, haphazard manner, Is it therefore
any wonder that certain persons' names,
wvere wrongfully strut-k off the rolls and

-all sorts of wrong information given to the
piermanlent officers of the Electoral Depart-
ment?

The electoral rolls are. the keysgtone of
our democratic system because, unless people
are carolled to vote' for ILs, any kind of
result might he obtained. This work is so
important that, in ow~ Opinion, iniiier-i
of the permanent staff Thould he constantlyv
engaged in the task of enrolling pecrsons~
aind cleaqnsing the electoral rolls. I say that
should be done more or less as an interim
measure. But T feel that the time is; long
overdue when IVestern Australia mighlt, with
advantage, follow the procedure which i,
adopted in quite a number of the other
States at present, wuhere the Federal electoral
department is the enrolling authority. While
it is quite simple to us, electors become con-
fused because of the nUonber of elevtoral
cards it is necessary for them to fill in. If
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there is a Federal election to be held, they
cheek the roll and find their names on
it. Consequently when the State election
takes place six months later and they
discover that they are not enrolled they are
amazed. They are not aware of the fine
distinction between the Federal and State
rolls.

If there were a single enrolling authority
-and, after all, the Commonwealth electoral
department has the advantage of postmen
going from door to door and noting changes
of address for postal purposes-there could
be a. much closer cheek than it is possible
for us to make unless we have a tremendous
special saff attached to the State Electoral
Office. As that system is in vogue in certain
State~s, I feel that the Government might
gaive consideration to such a procedure here,
so that one enrolment would suiffice for
State and Federal elections. Of course, our
own department would he responsible for
the conduct of an election here, just as at
present;. bat the rolls would be based on
information secured by the Federal authori-
ties. It would make the job far simpler if,
as has been suggested- by a number of speak-
ers, there were co-terminal boundaries. I
mentioned this matter in the Mluse some
years ago and discussed it with the Chief
Electoral Officer for the Commonwealth, and
hie informed ime that there would be no great
difficulty in amending the sub-divisional
lboundaries of the Federal electoral divisions
to conformn to our State electorates.

As the Government has already intimated
its intention to carry out a re-distribution
of boundaries, I feel that if there were a
consuiltation with the Federal authorities it
could be mutually ag-reed that the boundaries

lhould be co-terminal thus overcoming the
confusion that exists when a person many be
to, say, the North Perth State electoral dis-
trict but in the Mlaylands sub-division of the
Perth Federal electorate. All these different
unes and titles are eonfnsing- and we should
endeavour to overcome the difficulty that
cxk ts.

I wish to make somep observation with re-
gard to this place in which our deliberations
occur. I do not desire to be misunderstood,
but I feel that some steps should be taken
to havec Parliament House conmpleted. I
realise there will have to be a long-range
lan, but preliminary measures could be

untdertaken. From inquiries, I learn that it
would cost somewhere between £C350,000 and

£400,000 to complete this building in accord-
ance with the original scheme. Of course a
suggestion that such work should be under-
taken at present cant -be counted out of court
altogether. But it is 43 years since the build-
ing was erected. What is now used as the
front is, in fact, the rear. In the future
front of Parliament House there is a gal-
vanised iron structure where the greater pro-
portion of our staff works. Bitterly cold in
winter and tremendously hot in summer, it
has been in existence for 43 years; yet it
was supposed to be a temporary structure!
It is, of course, somewhat worse now than
when it was built. There are -rough bricks
jutting out in various parts of the building
waiting to receive additions; and there are
many scraps of hoop-iron hanging from the
building and blowving in the breeze, waiting
to connect with the balance of Parliament
House when it is put under construction.

Hon. A. H. Panton: So is the fouindation
alone.

M~r. GRAHAMK: Yes:- there is a foundation
stone approximately ten yards from the
front of the building-. Surely it was the in-
tention when the first bricks were laid that
some day Parliament House should be com-
pleted. The facilities in this place ame ex-
tremely poor, as everybody knows. I have
mentioned the plight of members of the staff
in the corrugated Iron structure, which is a
disgrace to the institution. The Mlinisters and
the Leader of the Opposition are in a little
lean-to on the right hand side of the build-
ing. That lean-to is constructed of asbestos
and corrug-ated iron. There is such a short-
ag-e of accomm~nodation that there is only
one common room for members. The
thought of 50 members of this Chamber en-
deavouring to find space in order not merely
to assemble and piss the hour of the day,
but to (10 writing and telephoning and study
and the rest of it, is too ludicrous for woirds.

It becomes necessary for a member who
has work to do-and speaking for myself,
a member has ample work to occupy his
time-to conduct something in the nature
of a hunt around the building to find, a
quiet spot. There are some rooms upstairs,
but occasionally there are Royal Commis-
sions and PatIriamentary inquiries taking
p~lace in them and there are Party meeting--
being- held; and certain other rooms be-
lo'ng to officers of Parliament. The
other day I sought in vain for a place in'
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which to undertake a certain -research.
Finally 1 had to go to the library. But
in the library were a number of the staff.
It was during their luncheon period and they
were gathered around the fire. There were
several members present as well, and from
the adjoining room. there was noise emana-
tingr from members enjoying & game of
billiards. The position, generally, as mem-
bers are aware, is most unsatis.faetory. There
is only one room in which members can
see constituents, and we have witnessed the
spectacle of members conducting interviews
in the halls and the passages or out in front
of the building on the footpath. Parliame 'nt
has a certain dignity and members have a
certain importance in the community. It
should not be necessary for half a dozen
different. conferences ' to take place in
otiw single room. I realise, as I stated, find
as~ I now emphasise, that ally additions, to
Pl'iament House cannot be undertaken
inituediately. There airc other ditficulties,
toio, of whjieh there is no need to make
special mention. All members are well aware
of them.

Mfy proposal is that the Governent
s.hould each year set aside a certain sumn
of nioney so that in any one year there
Would not he a heavy strain upon t he finnces
(of the State in res;pec-t of the completion of
Parliannmot House. What that figure should
be, ran he determined by somebody more
em ltent than 1. Perhaps it could be

£C10,000 or £20,000 a year andi the work
might be put in hand in stages. It would as

everbod agee- besome little while before
the orkcoul beunderitaken. As a begin-

ning, it would be necessary to demolish the
eorrugated iron structure which is used by the
staff generally, and considerable work would
have to be done to provide accommodation
for that staff. Thereafter it might be pos-
sible to add a room or two as money was
placed in the fund, and in course of time
the refinements or some of the better ap-
pointments that are necessary could be added
until the building was finally completed.
I feel that unless some Start is made the
building will never be completed. Aq the
aMount involved is fairly considerable, unless
an annual allocation is made, the work is
likely to be sitill further postponed, until we
shall reach the time when that temporary
iron structure, which was erected 43 years
ago, will be celebrating its centenary.

There has been a good deal said in this
Chamber, and through the columns, of the

Press, about building materials. I have,
reached the stage where I desire to say a
few words regarding the Honorary Minister,
because her name has been most prominent
in connection with this matter. Because of
astute campaigning, the impression generally
is that some remarkable results have been
achieved, owing to the work and influence
of that 'Minister, in the bringing of con-
siderable quantities3 of material to Western
Australia. I have asked a number of ques-
tions in this Chamber and have received
answers to them. In the first instance those
answers revealed that many months Ag.
as a matter of fact lust year-there were
officers specially appointed by the thea Gov-
ernment to do all in their power in variousN
capitals ins the Eastern States-andl the
answers to my queries reveal ,which States
they visited-in order to secure greater al-
lotments of materials for Western Australia'

The Premier informed nie that the final
authority for shipping allocation to Western
Australia was the Australian Ahipping-
Board. Yet,, whilst he may not have saidl

sInI so many words, without ay question
the inference or the suggestion to tile public.
generally was9 that the new Honorary MNinis-
ter was responsible for the quantities ol-
goods thant -were being shipped to Western
Australiai. So I was, astonished at the
answer to a question I received las;t week.
That answer has been corrected this after-
noon by the Acting Premier; but in any ea-o
thie figures still reveal that a lesser tonnage
of shipping arrived at Frenmantle from the
Eastern States during the first three month-.
of the term of office of this Government,
as%. against the final three months of the
Wise Government. Therefore, it appears
that there has been something in the nature
of a vaudeville with a particular Minister
clowning and making this pretence that her
super efforts were responsible for bringing
tremendous supplies of gonds to this State;
whereas, in fact, there has been a diminution
in quantity of the materials received from
the Eastern States. That is revealed ia the
answers supplied by the Acting Premier.

The Honorary Minister: Of the tonnage,
not the supplies.

Mr. GRAHAMN: I do not appreciate the
fine distinction. The fact remains there has,
been a lesser tonnage of materials arriving
from the Eastern States than previously.
Yet all the propaganda issued by the Ron-
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orary Minister served to make people believe
that otherwise was the case.

The Minister for Lands: You are miss-
ing the main point. She provided for es-
sential materials to come here, not toys.

Mr. GRAHAM: I realise that it is a
simple matter to interject in generalities.
I have before me a schedule setting out in.
detail the various itemls of building ma-
terials, machinery and so on shipped. I
had the return especially prepared so that
I would knowv what the situation was. I
made inquiries from the Fremantle H~ar-
hour Trust and, in this House, from the
lPremier, and so I feel that I do know a
little about the matter. It will come as
a shock to the people of Western Austra-
lia to learn that, after all this trumpeting,
the results have been meagre indeed, and
that there has been a falling off in the vol-
UWCe of supplies reaching this State. I
also asked a question about building per-
mits. It was answered-this experience is
not uiiustial-in a different form from what
I had anticipated, but among other thingsg
it revealed that the number of permits
issued for new buildings in this State for
the three monthst ended the 31st March of
this year was greater than for the three
months ended the 30th June last, which
disclosed a falling off.

The Chief Secretary: It was necessary,
as too many permits had been issued.

Mr. GRAHAM: The Labour Government,
wvhich was so trenchantly criticised for its
inactivity in matters related to the supply
of materials and commodities to Western
Australia, had a better record than that of
the new Government, and the number of
new permits issued revealed that, in the
final quarter of the term of the Labour
Government, more permits were issued for
new buildings than in the first three
months of office of the new Government.

The Chief Secretary: Without any regard
to the supplies of material available.
*The Minister for Lands: Or to the finish-

ing of the homes.

Mr. GRAHAM: We must he fair'in that
regard. The State Housing Commission
has an authority Which, as far as I am
aware, is not subject to influence by mem-
bers or Ministers in the graating of per-
mits.

Hon. A. H. Penton: I wish that were so.

Mr. GRAHAM: We make representa-
tions, hut it is left to the discretion of
the Commission whether or not a permit is
granted.

The Chief Secretary: Not entirely.
Mr. GRAIATM: The same personnel, pre-

sumnably working in accordance with the
game general formula, in their wisdom
issued permits for 587 new buildings in the
quarter ended the 31st March, and 580 in
the quarter ended the 30th June; this after
all the trumpeting that we have beard about
what the newv Government is doing. It
will have to make better efforts and show
greater results than we have witnessed up
to date. Whether the fault is that of the
State Housing Commission or not, I think
I am echoing the sentiments of the great
majority of members in saying that I am
extremely dissatisfied with the work that
is proceeding at present. There appear to
be cases of utter hardship listed, which may
receive favourable consideration after
three months, six months or some still morn
distant period in the future, while there
is a number of persons who, to my certain
knowledge, have no claim to houses-and
who would have no valid claim for the
next five years-hut have secured permits.
I have my own ideas as to how it is done.
I realise that it is extremely unfair to make
general statements of this natuime, and
therefore I will pursue the matter no fur'-
ther.

The Chief Secretary: You have already
pursued it too far.

Mr. GRAHAM: One should he prepared
to quote actual instances, and T could do
that, but I refuse to make myself a police-
map.

The Honorary Minister: Do it!

Mr. GRAHAM: There is something radi-
cally wrong at present.

The Chief Secretary: Are you accusing
the Commission?

Mr. G3AUAM: r am making no accusa-
tions at all, but I do make the assertion
that practically all members are dissatis-
fled with the conditions at present obtain-
ing, and I desire to se some rectification
of the position.

The Minister for Lands: Were you satis-
fled with the position up to the 15th March 9

Mr. GRAHAM: No. I have stated that
the bulk of my remarks this afternoon
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would be made-unless I specifically inti-
mated otherwise-without any comparison
of one Government with another. My
statements in this regard have perfect ap-
plication. I suggest that two members of
Parliament be co-opted to the Commission.
I have been told some alarming stories by
persons who should be in a position to
know, one of whom confessed that he had
been a party to practices which, to say
the least of it, are not all that could be
desired, though he said it was necessary for
him to do what he did in order to continue
in business. These stories may be com-
pletely without foundation, bunt I know of
cases of persons having secured houses
when, to my mind, they should not have,
been able to do so, and -when, on their own
admission-in some instanees-p! rmits
should not have been granted to them. How
they achieved results favourable to them-
selves is not for me to say at this moment,
bitt there are other people living, four or
five families, with children, in one house,
while a father, mother and three or four7
children are living in one room. There ard
people living in caravans, and yet for them
the position appears to be hopeless.

I hope and trust that everything is being
conducted under the aegis of the State
Housing (Commission. I realise that the
C'ommissione~rs themselves cannot wvateli
every detail of the proceedings. We, as
members of Parliament, are the ones to
whom approaches are made by our consti-
tuents, and we are criticised wvhcn they are
uinable to obtain satisfaction, so I think we
should play some ])art in the matter. It
should be possible for a member from the
Government side of the House and one from
the Opposition side to have access to the
tiles, to see what types of persons are re-
ceiving permits, and to check them against
the types that are now receiving considera-
tion. Those members should be able gener-
ally to satisfy themselves that ev'erytbing
is being done fair, square and above board,
to use the term generally applied. If my
suggestion is adopted by the Government, I
hope and trust that such members as are
co-opted will be given full authority tO
scrutinise the files, attend at meetings of the
Commission and generally to keep in close
contact with what is being done.

Hon. A. 1I. Panton: To whom would they
reportl

Mr. GRAHAM: I feel that in the first
instance it would have some effect on the
officers of the Housing Commission. If
matters genefally were not being dealt with
o1) a satisfactory basis, they could be ven-
tilated freely in this House, and there
would( be somebody akin to other members
who could, on their behalf, make inquiries
and check the records, in accordance with
the facts as known to members. I will not
dilate further on the matter, but think some
consideration should be given to it.

The bulk of my remarks will nowv be re-
lated to the vexed and difficult problem of
transport and traffic matters generally. I
preface what I have to say by the statement
that at -no stage will I plead for better
transport in mny own electorate, but will deal
with the matter- on a general basis. The
tinie has arrived when courage and a bold
p)olicy on the part of the Government are
required, irrespective of the political colour
of the Party occupying the Treasury' benchi.
The position is rapidly going froni bad to
worse. One (cold easily say that it is neces-
sary to widen all the streets of Perth in
order to resolve many of our difficulties, hut
I will make some suggestis that I think
might help to overcome certain bottlenecks
and provide a solution to many of the prob-
lems with which we are at present c-on-
fronted.

It is not necessary for me to emphhasise.
existing difficulties. It is well known that
both in and beyond the immediate city block
it is practically impossible for anyone to
park a car for more than 15 minutes. Sonic
member will probably interject to say that
one is lucky to find space in which to ])ark
a car for even twvo minutes. As this is the
position obtaining now, some idea may be
had of the traffic jams that will occur whenm
there are still more vehicles on the roads.
One can easily visualise that in the future
traffic will have practically to be banned
from the inner metropolitan area or, if not
that, th* en there will have to be a ban on
parking within the immediate vicinity of
the chief city block. That would constitute
a tremendous handicap to business enter-
prise and individuals generally wrho, in the
course of their daily work, must enter the
city to do their shopping,-and so on. We
must ask ourselves what obstructions at
present in the streets could reasonably
be cleared away.
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On analysing the matter closely, I won-
der whether it is either necessary or de-
sirable to have permanently reserved on the
highways spaces for taxi vehicles. After
all, if anyone seeks to commence some other
business enterprise, he first establishes him-
self in his own premises, on his own block
of land. As there is a. great deal of
Chuntin' and shootin' " at present in the
case of street photographers operating on
the pavements--which are the pedestrians*
thoroughfare-- wonder whether private taxi
owners after being- given reasonable notice,
should not be asked to provide their own
parking aecomnmodation. After all, certain
Of them-Essential Taxis, for instance,
which I think is the largest concern of all
-have their own rank, and there is nothing
difficult about calling a taxi. There a re
Iplenty of public telephones in prominent
positions, and in anyv ease a walk of a
couple of .huudred yards would be all that
would be necessary, in most cases, to hail
a taxi. But they are there, permanently
occupying specially reserved spaces for 24
hours of the day. I believe that, with ad-
vantage, the private taxis could be eliminated
from the streets so far as permanent parking
is concerned. The streets should be available
for traffic to pass to and fro and for limited
periods to come to a state of rest in order
that husiness might be done inside adjacent
lpremfises.

My remarks about taxis apply equally to
trucks. Wellington-street is one of the most
busy thoroug.1h fares in the metropolitan
area. Yet from Queen-street to William-
street there is a whole line of trucks and
goods vans generally which have special
parts. marked out for thenm. To occupy those
parts is their sole prerogative throughout
the hours of the day and night. Again I
say that persons who enlgage in business
enterprises should have property of their
own. M1ost of those trucks, admittedly, are
doing business with the Railway Depart-
menit, but here again I suggest that perhaps
the department itself could run a fleet of
trucks.

I see no -reason why a person, say, at
Narrogin, should not he able to consign an
article to a person, say, at Walcott-street,
M1t. Lawley, the train to bring it to the
central gouods yards or parcels office and a
truck operated by the department to com-
lIete the delivery. At present the consignee

receives a note of advice or the matter is

left to the discretion of private operators as
to whether or not they convey the goods to
their destination. Surely the Railway De-
partment should endeavour to increase its
facilities and services by conveying goods
from the point of origin to the point of des-
tination without having other interests ob-
truding at some stage of the journey. Some
thought should be given to this idea, but,
in the first instance, I am concerned with
clearing the vehicles from permanent sta-
tions in congested thoroughfares of the city.

The Minister for Railways: Yon will find
that will be done in the very near future.

Mr. GRAHAM: I am pleased to have that
assurance, Until there is a widening of the
main streets of the city, there will be no
real solution of the traffic problem. I appre-
ciate that street-widening wvould he a tre-
iiendous undertaking end one that would

have to form part of a long-range plan, but
I have a suggestion to make which might
go part of the way and would not be tre-
mendously expensive. At any rate it would
be a great boon 'to the business community,
to pedestrians and to users of the roads,.
In the corner of this Chamber I have had
several diagrams displayed which may assist
members to follow the point I am endeprour-
ing to make. To he explicit and to demon-
strate what I intend without using diagrams
is an exceedingly difficult matter.

The position at present is that we have
only one street in thle city block worthy of
the name, namely, St. George's-terrace,
which is approximately 100 feet wide. MNur-
ray, Barrack and Williagp streets are 66 feet
and Hay-street is about 53 feet wide. When
we consider that these streets have 10 feet
on either side, a total of 20 feet, taken from
the roadway to provide footpaths, we find
that Barrack-street has only 46 feet of road-
way and the footpaths are very narrow. 'My
suggestion. is that there be resumell from the
ground Bloor of abutting 'buildings a strip
approximately 15 feet wide, this portion tu
be used for footpaths. The upper floors of
those buildings would still obtrude over that
space of 15 feet, but the pedestrians would
utilise as footpaths the areas which at pre-
sent are roughly occupied by the shop
fronts. The owners of the buildings would
have to sacrifice 15 feet on the ground floor,
but other stareys would not be interfered
with. Because of the height of buildings and
their original construction, this would prob-
ably necessitate providing a colonnade for
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each new footpath, instead of having re-ran-
dabs unsupported by posts, as seems to be
the tendency nowadays.

If we reflect upon the General Post Office,
we can visualise the situation, for there we
have what is tantamount to an inner foot-
path. My suggestion might not be necessary
in the case of Forrest-place, but in the other
streets I have mentioned, the footpath would
extend 15 feet into the inner portion of the
buildings. Under this scheme valuable space
would he taken from adjacent businesses,
hut the situation that prevails is desperate
and is becoming worse yearly. The longer
the tackling of this problem is delayed, the
more congested will the streets become until
we shall be compelled to a great extent to
han the traffic of those operating in the
central block.

My ideas could be explained more fulliy
oin another occasion, hut the result would be
to make Barrack, Murray and William
streets,, for example, the width of St.
(leorge's-terrace, except for about three feet,
The foqtpaths, instead of being 10 feet wide,
would be 15 feet wide, and the pavement
carrying the vehicular traffic would be 66 feet
instead of 46 as at present. In other words
there would be an overall increase of 50
per cent. in those thoroughfares. If that
were done, we would have something reason-
able in the wray of streets and it would be
possible to introduce electrical flashing
:.igns, such as. other capital cities have, for
the regrulation of traffic. Their installation
is impossihhe here owing, to the narrowness
(if the streets, impossible because vehicular
traffic could not be permitted to take the
rig-ht-band turn as is done in other cities.
Perhaps these matters could be investigated,
lint I believe I have suiggested a way out
of the difficulty and something- that could
b~e done for a fraction of the cost that would
lie entailert 6y a complete resumption and
demenolition of the fronts of all the buildings
in the main streets of the central block.

In conjunction with this idea-and it has
a direct banring on traffic problems and
general congestion-is the fact that the
streets of Perth were designed to aceom-
inodate buildings, of limited height. Natural
features such as the river on the south and
the railway station on the north compress
the city area, and the tendency is for the
city to grow vertically instead of horizon-
tally. Therefore it is necessary to impose

some limitation on the height of buildings,
not an arbitrary height hut such as mig-ht be
determined by some authority based on a
formula. If m y ideas are worth anything,
I should limit the height of a building
frontage to the width of the street. In a
street 66 feet wide, the maximum height
to which the frontage of a building could
be erected would 'be 66 feet. Thea it would
be necessary to 'have a break equal to half
of the width of the street, 33 feet, before
the next ;torcys were built. The frontages
of buildinzgs accordingly -would take the

fo"more or less of steps and stairs. In
this wray the height of buildings could be
regulated and the narrower the streets were,
the less would be the height of the buildings.

There are other factors. In a narrow
street where the buildings rise directly from
the street alignmnent, there is only a very
short paiad of the day when any direct
sunlight penetrates. This point was brought
home forcibly to me when I visisted Mel-
bourne and found that what bad originally
been rights of-way had become main thio-
roughfares, and perhaps for only one or
one and a half hours in the day was there
any direct s5unlight in them. As a conse-
quence, in narrow streets from which build-
ings of eight or 10 storeys rise directly,
the air is unwholesome and they are usually
damp and invariably dark because of the
shadows, What I have offered are merely
suggestions-a private member can do no
more than offer suggestionsbut they may
contain a nucleus of ideas for easing a
situation that is becoming daily aggravated
so that the lot of pedestrians and of people
using vehicular traffic may he relieved.

The increase in the number of vehicles
on the roads has unfortunately been ac-
companied lby an increase in the number of
accident.,. In certain directions I consider
that improvements could be effected. For
itan&, many motorists rely upon the

horn, and this tends to create a false sense
of security and a general state of careless-
ness. By making free use of the horn, a
motorist approaching an intersection will
proceed without slackening speed. I have
no wish Jo parade myself as a model, but
I do not use the horn of my ear more fre-
quently than about once a fortnight. I re-
peat that there is a tendency amongst
motorists, to proceed without checking their
speed, relying entirely upon the use of the
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horn. Apart iorn the effect of the constant that they were distinguishable as two lights.
nioise 0f tooting upon pieople generally, I
believe that it steps were token to limit the
use of the horn, it ivould make for more
careful handling on the part of motor-
drivers. I was given to understand that
traflie police could intercept motorists in
Tasmania if they used their motor horns
excessively, and that those horns were used
only on rare occasions.

Mr. Ximnio: They are not Allowed to use
their horns, at all.

Air. GRAflAM: That must be too had if
there is a vehicle in front of anotlier and
will not give way by going to the side of
the road. At any rate, some diminution
of this trouble, which causes so much care-
h-ssness, could he put into effect with re-
.stits that would be generally favourable.
I have been staggered in recent months
when I have paid particular note to the
number of vehicles which have had only
oneo light. I refer to trucks, buses, cars,
and bicycles of various sorts. It is inevit-
able that from time to time a headlight
will fuse, and a man may have to complete
his journey with only one light. The sug4
gestion I am going to make could be ex-
tended over a number of years, but I am
vertain it would have the result I desire,
mnely a reduction in the number of acci-
dents that occur.

All vehicles should he equipped with
twin lights. Cars have two headlights. I
am particularly concerned at the moment
wvith motorcycles and pushbikes. The
reason why so niany accidents occur is that
when one light is seen coming toward one

it egstrsin the mind as that of a motor-
cycle. Too late the motorist may realise
that the one light is the only light on an
approaching truck. le swerves suddenly
to the left if he has time, hut in doing so
lie may perhaps strike trouble on that
other side. If motorcycles were compelled
to carry twin lights and bicycles were
similarly equipped, that danger would be
obviated. People would know that if a
vehicle of any description was approaching
and had only one light on it, it must be
regarded as a danger signal.. One company
manufacturing motorcycles did equip its
vehicles with twin lights. They should be
placed sufficiently far apart to prevent their
having the appearance of one light a little
distance away, and arranged in such a form

Surely it would be a warning to motorists
if only a single light was approaching. No
such warning is available under present.'
conditions.

If any member were to motor through
the metropolitan area for half an hour,
taking whatever route he liked, I feel sure
lie would encounter on the main highways
no less than half a dozen licensed vehicles
which had only one light showing. They
constitute a perpetual menace.

The Minister for Railways: The police
have been asked to take that matter up
strongly.

Mr. GRAHAM: I submit thi9 suggestion
in the hope that something will come of it
and the present position will be improved.
I also suggest that to minimise the danger
factor the traffic authorities might in the
licensing of vehicles insist that the cab of
the driver on the right hand side of the
vehicle should extend at least as far as the
ou1tside of the table top of the truck. At
lpresent many trucks have a small cab in
which the driver sits. The sides may ex-
tend perhaps 2tt. on either hand. t the
truck is loaded with goods it is impossible
for the driver to give any signal to those
behind him, and also imipossible for him to
have any idea of whether any traffic is ap-
proaching him because he can neither see
nor be seen when giving a signal. If that
suggestion were carried into effect it might
prevent a number of accidents.

I also suggest that trucks should not have
tail lights in a position approximating the
rear axle but at the rear extremity of the
table top of the truck. The trouble is par-
ticularly noticeable where there is angle
parking. Any person approaching in an-
other vehicle on a dark night and seeing a
vehicle in front of him estimates the
amount of clearance hie has, whereas be-
cause of the position of the tail light he
does not observe the overhang of the top
of the trucnk. It would not be a hardship
to insist that the tail light is put where
T suggest. in many instances if a vehicle
is parked parallel to the kerb the driver
of a passing vehicle considers there is suf-
ficient space between him and the station-
ar ' vehicle to enable him to pass; without
danger of contact, but actually there may
he three or four feet of the vehicle that
extends on to the roadway and it another
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vehicle is approaching and the driver I understand that representations are to
swerves to avoid it, lie may easily strike
the protruding part of the truck.

Ma ny, piishbikes; have no tail lights at
all. Apparently it is sufficient for them to
have reflectors, or ''cats' eyes.'' In my
opinion, however, all such bicycles should be
equipped with tail lights just as is the
case with four-wheeled vehicles. These
bicycles arh a constant hazard to every-
body. During the blackout periods of the
war the authorities insisted on a white
disc four inches in diameter being placed.
immediately behind the right reflector, sd
that it would show uip clearly. That should
he insisted upon now and possibly the rear
mudguard should also be painted white., If
theseP suggestions are adopted I feel sure
they will lead to a reduction in the number
of rood accidents.

It appears that the maximum period for
parking in the city is 15 niinutes. That
is altogether too short. It is impossible
for any person to get through his9 business
in that period and conform to the regula-
tion. I suggest the time he extended to an
hour. If every motorist conformed strictly
to the regulations there would] be a constant
p~rocession of ears on the move. That would
not only be embarrassing to other people
who were doing their business, but it would
clutter uip the streets. If vehicles were
allowed to pnrk for an hour they would stay
in that spot for that period until the occu-
pants had concluded their business.

So far as the righbt-hand turn is concerned,
I think there is a tendency for that to be
overdlone. It looks quite nice to see two
lines of traffic going in opposite diretions
with no traffic cutting across. One thinks an
ext-ellent job is being done and that the
traffic is being cleared two or three times
faster than would otherwise be the case.
Members will realise, however, that in
order to get from one point to another it
is often necessary to cross half a dozen
intersections at least. Although one may
appear to be proceeding speedily across the
intersection, one really is crossing q num-
her of intersections instead of only one
to reach a given point. It would
be interesting to ascertain what difference
there would be on a particular day in the
week when right-hand turns were permitted
comp~ared with the time when they were not
permitted. Appearances are often deceptive.

be made, if that has not already been done,
to the Minister for Transport for a rever-
sion to the original tramway stops. I hope
he does not succumb to those representa-
tions. It is no hardship to ask peolple to
walk an extra few yards to reach a public
conveyance. If the trains have to make
twice as many stops as at present it will
take theni so much longer to complete their
journeys. Already a ridiculous amount of
time is occupied in reaching the city by
tram from outlying parts. The-change-over
to the old stopping places would also afft-ft
the volume of service in that it wvould
inevitably lie reduced.

The M1inister fot- Railways: The rep~reseln-
tations, have not yet been made.

Mr. ORARAM: I hope the Minister will
not agree to the request if it is made.

I wish now to say a word or two in con-
nection with the Causeway and would ad-
dress my remarks in particular 'to the
Mlinister for Transport. It would be a
tragedy if tran tracks were constructed
over the new Causeway. I am not criticising
anyone or attaching blame to anyone.

The M1inister for Railways: It is a very
ti mely discussioin.

Mr. GRAHAM: I understand the Cause-
way is to east about half a iliillion pounds
and that the Conmmissioner of Railwavs says.
it will be a dccade before tramns, generally
speaking, e.an be put out of commnission.
MyNf. view i% that it will take longer than
that. The tendency today is towards petrol-
driven buses or trolley-buses. Surely' we
can exert every effort of whic-h we are cap-
able to overcome the situation where there
wvill he tri-a tracks put across the Cause-
wvay, wvithi theii unsightly overhead wires
and all the other accompaniments of thc
tramway system. Tr-ams would lend to a
general dislocation of traffic over that most
important section of our main highways.

The Minister for Education: Ti-alley-bus
lines and poles are equally unsightly.

Mr. GRAHAMN: Yes. The economic cir-
cumnstances would have to be taken into
consideration, as to whether it is not better
to use the natural fuel, that is to say coal
or power genei-ated therefrom, than to use
fuel brought from overstn.

The Minister for Education: It might be
better to use tramns. They are perfonnin,_-
an efficient service in Melbourne.
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The 'Minister for Railways: Trains have
their place.

Mr. GRAHAM: Yes. I believe it will
cost an additional £15,000 to buttress and
strengthen the section of the Causeway con-
cerned to enable it to take trains over the
river, compared with what would be the
position if ordinary forms of transport were
used. I also-believe it would cost £10,000
to lay down tramlines over the new Cause-
way. I want to see the situation overcome.
We must have some regard for the
thoroughfare on the other side of the Cause-
way. The member for Victoria Park will
agree that tramnways are not wily cumnber-
some but immobile because they must ad-
here to a fixed position on the rails. Tramns
cannot proceed to the kerbs and pick up
and set down passengers there. There is
usually a tremendous procession of vehicles
behind the trains passing over the Cause-
wvay, and the length of the Albany highway
is almost invariably congested because of
the tramway service. That.- is a position
which should not obtain.

I want the Government to strain every
nerve and sinew as well as its financial
resources in order that it may enlarge its
fleet of petrol-driven buses or its fleet of
trolley-buses to serve the people on the
other side of the river-. I am doing this
chiefly out of consideration for the Cause-
.Way, which I do not want to see defaced, and
in view of the other inconveniences depend-
cut upon the tramway system; for if the
power- goes off they all stop, or if ione
vehicle breaks down, it interferes with the
whole schedule. I want to see these buses
instituted. I understand that at the peak
period, between 5 p.m. and 6 pn?, there
are 16 tramns in commission plying back-
wards and forwards between Perth and Vic-
toria Park, and there are eight working on
the route to South Perth. It has beeni esti-
mated that it would take 26 trolley-buses
or petrol-driven buses to serve Victoria
Park, and 13 to serve South Perth, if the
trains were eliminated.

Hon. A. H. Panton: Do not Victoria
Park tramns go to Subinco?

Mr. GRAHAM: Some do. But we can
deal with all those things in due course,
though I do not want to be more extensive
than I have been uip to date. What I have
said would mean that Practically 40 new
buses or trolley-buses would he required to

service people on the other side of the river.
It should not be beyond the capacity of the
Governnient to procure those vehicles. Even
at the height of the war it was apparently
possible for private bus companies to secure
new vehicles. There has been, in certain
directions, an easement of the situation and
if the Government were to proceed with the
venture in a whole-hearted wvay, I feel it
could get the necessary vehicles-a total of
approximately 40-to eliminate tramns travel-
ling to the southern suburbs and the un-
sightly overhead wires that exist, although
I am riot so concerned about them. I de-
finitely do not want to see tram tracks over
the new Causeway, however. I mentioned
that wec would require 40 new vehicles of
the type in use., But if the Government
were to embark on the use of semi-trailers,
such as the greater number of the private
bus comnpanies are now operating, or double-
decker trolley-buses such as I have seen
operating in South Australia-

The Minister for Education: The double-
deockers are very slow.

Mr. GRAHAM: They may he, but they
wvould be faster than the trains are at pre-
sent, particularly taking into account the
tremendous wvaits at the loops and so on,
speaking with particular reference to the
southern suburbs -but also with reference
to Osborne Park and other places. If larger
vehicles wvere used], i t would mean that the
number woul 'd be approximately the same
as the number of trains displaced. At the
peak period, 24 are used now, so 24 larger
vehicles would do the job. Those vehicles
are more silent and travel more rapidly, and
consequently a more frequent service could
probably be provided. Instead of a citizen
living on the other side of the river taking
three-quarters of an hour to get into town,
he could do it in a considerably reduced
period. I feel it is worth while to make an
effort to institute buses or trolley-buses, so
that we shall not hare tramlines going over
the Causeway. The trains thus released from
duty could be used to replace some of those
that, I understand, are falling to pieces, and
perhaps to supplement the timetables oper-
ating elsewhere at present.

The Government operates a petrol-driven
bus service to City Beach at wveek-ends and
holiday periods, but it is impossible to pro-
vide a service to the full extent required.
Tf more petrol buses were put inito commis-
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sion, those which were used oniy at peak
periods could be employed at week-ends and
on holidays to supplement the City Beach
service. In addition, I learn from certain
local governing authorities who happen to
possess buses that they are able to derive a
constant revenue from the use of those buses
during slack periods by hiring them to sport-
ing bodies desiring to travel to various
places on Saturdays and Sundays to take
part in sporting fixtures. Some of our buses
could be used at particular times outside
the peak period to take parties of visitors
on tours of different areas. The Minister for
Transport knows how popular is the hills
train service conducted on Sundays. Bbses
would not be limited in the same way as
trains as to the places to which they could
travel, and would consequently be even more
polpular.

There are one or two other matters to
which I wish to refer. I appreciate quite
fully that the Government did not express
any opposition to a 40-hour week, as cer-
tain people have sought to make out in a
number of places, with which, incidentally,
I have been associated. The Minister said
that this Government was not opposed
to the shorter week, but questioned whether
the present was the proper time to shorten
hours. I want to be quite clear in the mat-
ter. I think the Government made a psycho-
logical error in transferring its affections-
fromt the counsel who had been engaged by
the previous (lovernment, to counsel oppos-
ing, the ap~plication of the 40-hour wveek. I
know that it has made no difference what-
soevvr, because I understand the informa-
tion from Western Australia wvag purely
factual and statistical. The same evidence
wo(uld lihave been given no matter to which
counsel the Government gave its blessing.
B~ut that transfer immediately created the
psychological feeling, which does not re-
quire much fostering, that the new Govern-
meuit of this State is against the worker.
That is so because one of its first actions
was to oppose the 40-hour week. I want to
see the best possible done for the State and
the people living in it at the moment, and
let us hope we can lay a few foundations
for the future, too.

The Government made a psychological
blunder here. There was no need to change
counsel, and if it had not done so there
would not have been any criticism by the
worker. There is a tremendous suspicion

that anti-Labour Government and consti-
tuted authority are against the interests of
the worker. I feel that if specific leads
were given, the working people would ap-
preciate their responsibilities. I know that

athorough investigation is being made into
the 4O-hour week, but I feel that we, too,
as a Parliament can do something in the
matter. I can speak only of the State Par-
liament because I have no influence in the
Federal sphere, and in any case its auth-
ority in industrial matters is extremely
limited or, at least, doubtful. I suggest
that if members opposite feel that the
workers are not doing all that they could-
and I am expressing no opinion on the mat-
ter-some inducement might be offered to
them.

[The Deputy Speaker took the Choir.]

Suppose-and this information could be
easily ascertained-the per capita output of
the workers of Western Australia-and I
would prefer to see this on a Common-
wealtb-u-ide basis-is so much at the present
time, say 100 units, the workers could be
told that if their per capita production
reached 102 units or 105 units or some other
figure, their hours would be reduced. Of
course, there is a resp)onsibility resting
upon the management in this regard. T
would like to see the hours reduced iimomedi-
ately to 40, but at the same time many
people say, perhaps with a certain measure
of justification, that a sudden drop like that
wvould interfere with our economy, and
severely limit production. If the premises
be true-1 could Alnish quicker, perhaps, if
conversations betwveen members were not so
audible to inc-that a reduction of hours
from 44 to 40Ois too great, it could perhaps
be done in sta 'ges by making the working
hours first of all 43, then 42, then 41 and
ultimately 40. 1 am seeking a form of come-
promise, or some way out. If the employ-
ers say rigidly, "We cannot stand any re-
duction in hours," and the workers say,
with vigour, "We want a 40-hour week im-
mediately,'' and the Government is a little
afraid of the situation, then we should see
if we can do something to make the work-
ers responsible. They could be given some
system whereby they could earn for them-
selves the 40-hour week-at least in part-
and there would be no great reduction in
working hours.
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I desire to refer to one other matter, but

I realise that I have spoken far too long in
the estimation of members, and certainly
much longer than was my intention whenI
rose. Probably there will be an amount of
disagreement with some of the views I have
expressed. It is only natural that there
should be some difference of outlook be-
tween members, otherwise we would not be
sitting on opposite sides of the House. I
sincerely hope that some notice will be
taken of at least some of tile points I have
made so that one private member can have
the experience-and believe me it wvill be a
newv one on me-of playing a part in this
Parliament and being more than merely a
messenger for the constituents he repre-
sents.

Stting suspended from 6.15 fill 7.30 p.m.

M. SMTH (Brown Hill-Ivanhoe)
[7.80]: Mr. Deputy Speaker, I desire to
congratulate bath you and the Speaker on
your promotion, and the Government also,
on its ascent to the Treasury bench. I think
I am right in saying that its success at the
last election came as a great surprise, not
only to the Parties represented in this
House, but to the people of the State gener-
ally. I thought-and I believe that many
other members, at least on this side of the
House, thought-that the indifference dis-
played by the electors at the election was
an indication that they had confidence in
the existing regime, but, as events turned
out, we found that the bird of hope was
once more on the wing. I always thought,
when we were discussing the question of a
reform of the franchise for the Upper House,
that we put up a good ease. That ease
rested upon the fact that the working class
people of Western Australia were very
much disadvantaged by the franchise that
applies to that House but, as the result of
the last election, the people of Western Aus-
.tralia have added to our irritations by re-
turning, on an adult franchise, a Govern-
ment comprised-in the majority-of Lib-
eral and Country Party representatives and,
as a consequence of that, this State is now
exposed to all the disadvantages that are
supposed to arise from a single chamber
form of Government.

When the Labour Party is in power in
this House the only House of Parliament
that really matters, in the final analysis,
is the Legislative Council, but when a
Liberal-Country Party Government oc-
cupies the Treasury bench the only
House that matters is this, the Legislative
Assembly. I was pleased to see that the
Government included in the Cabinet the
member for Suhiaco, the Honorary Minister,
although I question the wisdom of that in-
clusion. I question it on these grounds,
that Lady Asquith, in her book entitled
"Off the Record" stated, "Eventually women
got what they wanted, the franchise. What
have thcy done with it?" It may be said
that women are not sufficiently educated to
'become famous as members of the House
of Commons. "Women can never be suf-
ficently educated to become first-rate poli-
ticians," Lady Asquith said.

The Honorary Minister: Only mothers of
men.

Mr. SMITH: 'Can we see a woman be-
coming Prime Minister of England I I can-
not imagine a greater calamity than that
those isles should be under the guidance of
a woman at No. 10 Downing Street. The
qualities required in a Prime Minister are
a balanced judgment, a power of delibera-
tion, to be open to reason and, above all,
to suspend judgment. The cleverer a woman
is-Lady Asquith says-the less likely she
is to suspend judgment. Reason, she said,
is not a strong part of a woman's intellect.
Intuition, perhaps; prejudice, often; cour-
age, alwvays. A woman is less human than a
man, Lady Asquith says, and-as the writer
in "The West Australian," who quoted that
extract from Lady Asquith's book, said,
"Who am I to dispute such an authority?1"
The disputation of Lady Asquith's conten-
tion now rests with the member for Subiaco,
the Honorary Minister in the new Govern-
ment. I will say this for her, that I have a
great deal of respect for her ability and
courage. I think she has that something
about her that Emerson calls character,
which begets an expectation that will out-
run her performance.

Mr. Yates: She will do us.

Mr. SMITH: There is nothing to laugh
about in that, and there is nothing insulting
in it. As a definition of "character" I would
prefer that of Emerson to any other that I
have read. I suggest that the State of
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Western Australia is now in for a taste of
petticoat government, because I well ap-
prediate her strength of character and re-
member bow she dominated the Liberal
Party when she sat on this side of the House,
and dictated its policy in respect of boards
of control and other important matters. I
am glad the hon. member insisted upon
having a sent on the front bench.

The Honorary Minister: I am glad I
(lid, too.

Mr. SMITH: It is a striking example of
her courage. She will nowv be able to read
her speeches without any interruption from
the Speaker, a privilege that is not ex-
tended to uts in these lowver sections of the
Ifouse. I am not opposed to members read-
ing their speeches in this Chamber. I should
like to see an alteration of the rule in that
respect, because I consider it wvould be far
better to listen to something that was corn-
posedl and written with great care and de-
liberation and with the assistance of experts
-if members like people with a facility for
phrasing-than to have to listen to some of
the attempts that I and others make in this
Honuse extemnpore in the hope that the
Speaker will not interfere with us too much
if we make sonic reference to our notes.

Several members have spoken during this
debate about the position occupied by all
ordinai 'v member in this Chamber. I Was
rather Intrigued with the reply given by
Professo~r Murdoch recently to a question,
'*Is Parliament too powverful?"' I was in-
trigued, not only wvith its literary construc-
tion, but also with the perspicacity hie dis-
played in connection with the rights and
privileges of private members. I shall not
readl all of it, bilt here is all extract-

When our young amemuber was elected, lie
thought-

I do not know whether the Professor was
thinking of the member for Middle Swan-
-or at least his mother thought lic was about
to beconme one of those who make the laws
ot the land and command the -applause of
listening senators by his eloquence. Alas! He
soon discovers that Senates neither applaud nor
listen to hint, if he combined the gifts of
Dlemosthenes, Cicero and the two Pitts. Modern
Senates are beyond eloquence;

hoaw well we know it!

-they prefer the solid qualities-

Such a., the Premier possesses, I should say.

-of suec, a statesman as the fluke of Devon-
shire, who performed the remarkable feat of
yawning in the middle of one of his own
speeches.

I think those observations are perfectly
true. Prof. Murdoch, to my knowledge,
has never been a member of Parliament, but
he has a fairly good insight into its gen-
eral set-tip. As a private member, I realise
that I have not very much authority-

Hon. W. D. Johnson: Has Parliament
the authority?

M.%r. SMITH :-and very little influence.
However, T do not wvant to discuss that as-
pect at the present stage. Joseph Chamber-
lain once said when addressing a meeting
of Unionists at Birmingam-

There must be uips and downs in politics.

I can safely say that any Government that
endeavours honestly to grapple with the
great problems of its time will lose a certain
amount of support, and that that is why the
Labour Party lost a certain amount of sup-
port at the recent election, sufficient to lose
the Treasury bench, because it was grapp-
ling, during its term of ofitbe and during
the terms of its predecessors in the 14 years
that has been bruited abort in this debate,
with the great problems of its time.

During the election campaign "The West
Australian'' had a theme running tbrough
its leading' articles about the things that
wvere left undone and pointing out that some
of the decline in the conditions of social
services must naturally be attributed to the
great contingency of wvar. But some of the
decline extended even further back. ''The
West Australian" used to say that there was
vcry little ecuse for that, but there has
been a good excuse for the administration
of the Labour Government and decline-
if members like to put it that way-of
social services right through the whole of
its 14 years of office. Members know what
the position was wvhen Labour took over in
1933 after three years of a National-Country
Party Government, when the only work
Jprovided for unemployed men was the dig-
ging of grass out of gutters, in most in-
stances. Members know the general finan-
cial set-nip in Australia at that time and in
subsequent years. The member for Sussex
referred to the banking policy of the Labour
Government. The control of this country
financially during those years-

Mr. Bovell; Failed!
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31r. SMITH:-was in the bands of Sir
Robert Gibaon, Chairman of the Common-
wealth Bank Board, consisting of repre-
sentatives of financial and commercial in-
terests, the commercial interests being re-
presented in one instance 4oy a pig faniner,
and he i.4 supposed to make deductions from
the discussions that take place on the qjues-
tions of financing public works in Australia
dluring the depression!

The M1inister for Lands: Where is your
authority to criticise'? Who are you?

Mlr. SITH: Where is my authority?' 'My
authority is Sir Robert Gibson's own actions,
heeause he told the Governments of that day
that he would only finance them for public
works to the extent of £7,000,000. Subse-
quently, as a result of pressure, not only
from the Governments but from the people,
he was compelled to increase that sum to
121,000,000. Do not ask me where I have
my authority to criticise these people! I
refer the Minister to the results of such
policy at the time and in subsequent years.

The "Minister for Riailways: It is easy to
be wise after the event.

-Mr. SMI1TH: I remember that in 1his
State we sat down to a Cabinet meeting with
a list of approved undertakings, every one
of which had been investigated,. The esti-
mated cost of those undertakings -was
£5,000,000 and they included the rehabilita-
tion of the railways, the building of schools
and works, of rthat nature. The cost of the
undertakings we had in front of us was
£C5,000,000, hut £1,600,000 was the amount
made available for the purpose of initiating
them. When the 'Minister for Railways pub-
licly announces that some of the things which
will be revealed by the present Royal Com-
missioner will be hair-raising, I will itell him
one thing the Royal Commissioner will not
reveal, and that is w~here the Government of
that day could have obtained the money to
(10 any better than it did.

I can remember when the Minister for
Employment, or the 'Minister for Labour, as
I thinki we called him then-the member for
Northern-was worried-in 1938-because of
the increase of unemployment in the State
in that year. Over 7,000 men were on Gov-
ernment relief work or on the dole. 'Why
was there an increase in unemployment?
Because there was decreased employment in
the timber and the housing industries, about
which there is so much complaint today. In

[161

1939 thle figures were even worse. In 1940,
notwithstanding that the war had] then been
proceeding for several months, unemploy-
ment was higher than it had been since the
year 1986. It was 10.5 per cent, of the re-
porting trade unionists in that period. So,
when people ask, why did not the Labour
Government do this, that Or the other (luring
its 14 years of office, I reply that it wa s
due t; the fact that the Government was
grappling with great problems at the time,
that there were thousands of hungry men
and women in the State looking for work
which the Government had to provide, with
very slender resources. In consequence, the
Government was compelled to initiate and
carry out works in which the proportion of
labour was as high as it could possibly be
and the proportion of materials.as low as it
could possibly be.

Getting back to the question of the
authority and the influence of private mem-
bers in this Chamber, I have represented a
goldmining constituency for the past 15
years. During the whole of that period no
representations whatever have been made to
me ahout the difficulties with which the gold-
mining industry might have been contending
by the employing section of the industry-
by the Chamber of Mines. The employing
section did not ask me to protest when the
Commonwealth Government cut out the gold
bonus under the Financial Emergency Act.
I had no representations made to me to try
to induce the Labour Government to abolish
income tax under what we called the State
uniform tax when the Government of the
day taxed the mining industry on its profits
to the extent of 3s, 10%d. in the pound;-
nor did I have any representations made to
mue nor did I enter into the discussions on
the State gold profits tax.

I have had no representations made to me
as to the liquidating of goldmining'com-
panies for the purpose of transferring their
registration from London to Australia to
avoid paying British income tax which those
on the London register are now paying. I
had no representation made to nip as to the
transfer of one mine that was bitterly coin-
plaining of the British Excess Profit Tax of
100 per cent, which hit it so badly. I do not
blame the Chamber of Mines for that. I
was quite friendly with the late secretary of
the Chamber;, he used to welcome me when
I went to see him, but he never sent for mec.
I know the present secretary, but I blame
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neither him nor the Chamber for not making
regpresentations to me, as they knew they
could go direct to the Minister for Mines,
who would be flattered by the fact that they
hadl approached him direct. They know I
have little or no authority as a priate mnem-
ber; they know the general set-uip of Parlia-
meat; they know the influence that a pri-
vote member lhas in the general construction
of a Government and the Houses of which
it is comprised, and the day will come when
the people will realise it, too. Then some
ehianges will have to be made.

Because the Chamber of Mines makes noi
reference to me as to the industry, I am not
aware of the fact that it is now in a desper-
ate plight. I would be aware of it if I took
petice of such unreliable authorities as,
bay, the Mining Editor of "The West Aus-
tralian" or other people who are engag-
in- in propaganda in connection with
the industry at the present time
for the purpose of giving a stab in the
back to the Commonwealth Government
and for another reason, too, that the mem-
for Mlt. Magnet. will appreciate; and that
is. the fact that the employees in the indus-
try will be going into the Arbitration.
Court next month for a flew award. I get
my information from other sources and I
find that the estimated. value of the gold
for 1946 was £6,640,009; that the gold re-
ceived at the Mint totalled 616,963 fine
ounes; that the gold reported to the de-
partment was 618,607 fine ounces, an in-
crease on tWe previous year of 148,700
ounces; and that the tonnage of ore re-
ported during 1946 was '2,194,477 tons, an
increase on the p~revious year of 457,885
tans. The dividends paid during 1946, most
likely on the 1945 proft, wei-e £713,926, an
increase onl the previous year of £255,447.
Rigrht throughout the war period the Lake
View and Star paid aL dividend of 37/2 per
cent. on its, capital, and quite recently it
reported in the Press that it hoped soon
to be able to restore the .50 per cent.
formerly enjoyed by the shareholders.

I hear from time to time that the Com-
monwealth Government does not look at the
goldrniniag industry in the right perspec-
tive. I would like to know what the right
perspective is. I hear members arguing
that they should get a gold bonus and that
the Commonwealth Government should
abolish the gold tax in the interests of the

golimining industry; generally, that the
Commonwealth Government should do siomc-
thing in connection with the goldinining in-
dustry, as though it had done nothing.'
Quite recently the Australian Mines and
Mfetals As9sociation issued a report in which
it said that the mining industry is now free
of sales tax oin all equipment and supplies
for actual use in mining and treahunent
operations, including equipment for the
tran sport of raw materials. between the
mines and treatment works, and of the
finished products, to the wharf, railhead or
site of first storage.

'The directors of the Australian Mines
and Metals Association have reported that
these conicessbons give them greater free-
dibm from sales tax than since the sales,
tax wans introduced. Special war iniport
duty was abolished and ad valorem taxes
have been reduced] onl mining machinery
and, in sonic cases, abolished altogether.
After referring to apparatus and machinery
for use InI mining operations and in the
treatment of products, of those operations
having been exempt from primage duty for
a number of years, the report concludes-

Therefore it can he said that bioth vn'(
custolm Iluty and sales tax the present jioni-
tie,, is satis factory.

I -e-ferred a little while ago to the fact that
under the State income tax mining sinni-
panies paidl 3s. 10 jd. in the poundl ':j

their profits. U'nder the uniform Federal
tax they dto not pay anything at alt, Go'dl-
nminii companies are free of tax ui.-o*
uniformn taxation, and] it is probably the
only industry in Australia that is frn' of
.such tax. I know that the base metal in-
dustry is not. I know, too, that I repre-
sented the workers recently on a nmining
pmanel which the Commonwealth (invt'rn-
nient set up and which was coznprsed of
both Federal and State representatives-.
Naturally, the question of taxation was dis-
cussed by that panel. Some represePnta-
tives of the mining industry in Australia
who are pretty expert on this question of'
taxation made out a very good ease onl ac'-
count of their ability in coninection with dle-
pletion allowance for the base metal miiii-
ing industry, and representations were made
to the Commonwealth Government in that
connection. No representations were made
to the Commonwealth Government on that
occasion in connection with the gold ta'K.
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No voice was raised by any representa-
tive advocating the abolition of the gold
tax. They knew the wonderful concession
it is tii be free of income tax under the urni-
form taxation laws. I think all of us know
what a wonderful concession it would he.
I know the goldmining industry is hit pretty
heavily-that is, those on the London
register-in connection with British in-
come tax. The Commonwealth G~overnme'nt
is not responsible for that. I notice from
the Mines Department's reports that in the
year 1903 the average tonnage raised nit([
treated per man employed in the industry'
was 104.30 tons. I will not read the figures
for all the years, but in 1936 it was 162.57
tons; in 1943, it was 406.30 tons; and in
1945, it was 362.85 tons. I do not know,
what was the figure for 1946 because I have
not been able to get the Mines Depart-
ment's estimate of the number of men em-
ployed in the industry.

If those figures mean anything-I do not
say they do, but if they mean anythinlg-
there is a clear indication in them that there
has been increased productivity in the gold-
mining indlustry as a result of the intro-
duction of the shorter working week. The
costs, some people say, are much lower in
the goldmining industry in Western Austra-
lia than they are even in South Africa
where black labour in* employed. I have
often heard the efficiency of the Australian
miner remarked upon in this Chamber and
elsewhere; that he would compare more
than favourably with miners in any other
part of the world. But of course I was
never a tool sharpener, and I have never
pushed a truck in the mining industry so
I ani not supposed to know too much about
it and its 70 or 80 different voeations of
which the member for Mt. Magnet could
speak, or its wide ramifications about which
Some people know everything there' is to
know. So I have to quote authorities, and
what I am about to quote comes from the
"Mining and Commercial Review" of March
of this year. It is an article by Morton
Webber, a member of the Institute of Min-
inglEngineers. He is a man of whom we
can may what we like, but he is nobody's
fool. The "Mining and Commercial Reviewv"
realises that because it frequently publishes
his articles, and in this one, which appears
on page 16 of the March issue we find the
following:-

Some years back the writer claimed that the
form of gold costing was unsatistactory. He
Claimed that annual accounts should clearly
state the cost of producing the fine ounce or
the dwt.; thitt submitting costs per crude ton
of ore dlid not present the picture. Gold mine
A Could present a low cost per crude ton, the
H. mline crude figure might be higher. Yet
the B mine could produce the gold ounce
tWicaper than tme A, notwithstanding a higher
irtude cost. People even closely associated with

the industry are of opinion that the mining
costs of the Rand mines are the lowest in the
world. If gold costing was based on the
method of costing in copper and lead mines
of the United States and Canada, that is, on
the unit of metal produced, the object of the
business, it will be found that the cost of pro-
ducing gold, by the major gold mines of Aus-
tiahia. is considerably lower than South Africa.

1 do not think the mining industry is in the
desp~rate position some people allege. I do
not eveni agree with the cclors issued
from time to time by the Chamber of Mines,
advocating an increase in the price of gold.
I do not think the arguments are logical.
The circulars are badly composed and writ-
ten by someone with a rather poor idea of
economies. A recent one drew attention
to the fact that when America increased
the price of gold from 20 dollars 67 cents
to 35 dollars it had a wvonderful effect on the
depression then existing because of falling
costs and falling prices. But you cannot
raise prices without raising costs, That
was the purpose of the American Govern-
ment at that time. The idea, under its New
IDeal legislation, was to try to cushion the
worst effctsq of the depression by raising"
the p~rice of gold in that country from 20
dollars 07 cents to 35 dollars, and the Pre-
sident of that country was given the author-
ity to raise it to 40 dollars if he thought it
necessary. But that alteration was made
on a falling market. It was to cushion the
effect, not of rising prices and rising costs,
but of falling prices and falling costs.

The goldmining industry got the benefit;
of that rise almost immediately, but its
effects on prices and costs were not im-
mediate. It was some time before they
were felt in the prices and costs of other
commodities. The goldmining industry got
the benefit during the whole time that prices
and costs were struggling to rise under the
influence of the increase in the price of gold,
which is what ultimately happened, but it
would not be the remedy at this stage to
increase the price of gold because prices
and costs are rising. When it was done
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they were, of course, falling, and it was
the logical thing to do in the circumstances.
Reference has also been made to the neces-
sity for a free market for gold. The fixcd
price of gold is the sheet anchor of the in-
dust ry's prosperity. If there were a free
market, instead of gold heing £10 an ounce
it would probably be £10O a lb. Gold is
bringing £20 an ounce in Bombay, at pre-
sent, but what has that got to do with it?

If every e ountry in the world offered its
great gold holdings and flooded that market,
how much would gold be in Bombay then?
The price of gold is what it is today, and
what it always has been, because it is a con-
trolled commodity wvith a fixed price. As I
said before, it is the sheet anchor of the pros-
perity of goidmining, and those interested
in the industry know it. I understand the
member for Yilgarn-Coolgardie to say that
the gold tax was , imposed on all gold
whether those who won it were showing a
profit or not. Naturally, that is not the
case. Since it first came into operation in
1940 some £4,072,110 has been collected by
way of g-old tax, but there have been re-
funds matte amounting to £941,131. What
are these refunds for, I would like to ask
the member for Yilgarn-Coolgsrdie? On
what basis and for what reason were they
made?

Mr. Kelly: That is only one fifth, anyway.

[The Speaker resumed the Chair.]

11r. SMITH: That does not matter.
Refunds have been made to prospectors
where the reward of the-ir efforts has been
less than 25 ounces, and to companies who,
during the year in which the tax has been
imposed, have not shown a profit. In my
opinion the Commonwealth Government ie
most anxious to assist the mining industry
generally throughout Australia; not only
the goldmining industry but the base metal
mining industry too. Some questions as to
whether the Commonwealthi Government had-
set aside a sum of money for the rehabilita-
tion of the goldmining industry were recently
answered in this House by the Chief Sec-
rotary, hut although his answers were fact-
ual they did not present the whole picture
of the Commonwealth Government's in-
terest in the goldurining industry, and in its
rehabilitation.

During the war the M1ines Department
of this State sent out a questionnaire to
various mining undertakings, asking the
managements to give an estimate of their
possible requirements for rehabilitation after
the wvar. The Mines Departments in the
other States did likewise. As the result of
that action the M1iningy Panel had before
it what might be called a rough estimate
of the probable requirements. It was not
an estimate made after a thorough investi-
gationi by mining officials, but one based on
requests made by the managements of mining
propositions generally. When the Common-
wealth Government saw the figure 'which was
over £300,000, it said, "We will not set aside
£;300,000 to cover these possible and probable
requirements. We will fix no limit what-
ever to the amount of money we are prepared
to advance for the rehabilitation of the gold-
mining industry." The requests put forward
are firs investigated 'by officers of the Mines.
Departments of the various States, and of
the Bureau of Mineral Resources, which is
a Commonwealth Government set-up.

The officers of the Departments of Mlines,
and of that Commonwealth bureau are
working and acting in co-operaiion iin the
investigation of the requepts for Loans. for
the rehabilitation of the industry. The Com-
monwealth Government has also set up an
inter-departmental committee, as a kinld Of
preliminary body. It has been set uip, in
tentative fashion, to consider the re-com-
mendations. of officers of State and Coin-
nion wealth departments to that body, on
which the Treasurer is represen ted, for ad-
vances subject to the conditions laid clown.
The Commonwealth Government hats a sin-
cre and real interest in the mining indlistry
throughout Australia, but there are difficul-
ties in its way. The various States are
jealous of their rights to inercal resoure;
within their boundaries.

When the Commonwealth Government
wanted to call the Bureau of Mineral Re-
sources the "Bureau of Mines," objection
to that nomenclature was raised by several
States. A little thing like that upset them,
so the representatives of the Commonwealth
Government and of the Bureau of M1iheral
Resources have toD walk warily, not like a
cat on hot bricks, but like a cat on bricks
some of which are hot. The member for
Leederville well knows 'that there are diffi-
culties in the way of getting what some
people might regard as the full measuira
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of co-operation between this Commonwvealth
set-up-the Bureau of Mineral Resources-
and the various Slate 'Mines Departments.

When we come to tackle the problem it is
found to be not as easy as it looks. When
people talk to me about the Commonwealth
Government not looking at the mining in-
dustry in the right perspective, I feel it
is time to say something in its defence. I
think that the Government which preceded
the present one had a hard row to hoe, and
that the new Government will probably find
things much easier. Whether it finds things
easy or tough, I am satisfied that ultimately,
just as time and circumstances operated
against the Labour Government, so will they
operate against this one.

The Minister for Lands: That is a cer-
tainty.

MR. Fox (South Fremantle) [8.27]: 1
feel diffident in rising to speak after the
fine oration delivered by the member for
Brownhill-Ivanhoc. At the outset, Mr.
Speaker, I desire, with other members, to
congratulate you on your accession to the
Speakership. I am sure you were as much
surprised at your ejection to your present
office as the Premier was at being elected
to his position. I do not think either you,
Sir, or the Premier, had the slightest idea
that those would be two results of the elec-
tion.

The Minister for Lands: I do not think
you had the slightest idea that you would
be sitting on that side of the House.

Air. FOX: It was a race, with 'the out-
siders getting home by a neck. Had it
been possible to enter a protest you would
have been disqualified for doping at least
sonic of the voters. Much has been said
of' the propaganda circulated during the
election campaign. A great deal of it re-
ferred to the so-called housing muddle.
The present Government knew quite well
that the maximum efort was made by
its predecessor. It knew it could not
do more if it attained the Treasury bench.
Tt led some of the house-hungry people to
believe that it would build them houses
quickly. Those people have had time in
which to think, and they now realise that
it cannot be done. Though the Government
may fool the people for a little time, retri-
bution will overtake it just as, it did the
Mitehell-Lathamn Government in 1933.

Let us see who is responsible for the
housing muddle. The Commonwealth Gov-
ernment, the National-Country Party Gov-
ernment, although it was supposed to be
a Country Party Government, did nothing
for the primary producers during its 27 /
years of office. In 1925 it passed a Bill
providing £25,000,000 for housing. They
knew the condition of housing throughout
Australia. A Commission had sat and had
set out the housing conditions in all the
States. Within a mile of the Melbourne
Town Hall there were thousands of suby-
standard houses-houses without wash-
troughs or wasli-basins6 slums of te'very
description. 'The same thing existed in all
the States and exists today. But nothing
was done. What a good opportunity there
was during the depression to catch up with
housing requirements. The Government
could have built thousands of homes in-
stead of employing men on the streets to
pull up grass, as the member for Brown
Hill-I'vanhoe said. The housing position
should never have been allowed to get in-
to such a state.

But that is not all the story. The
W~orkers Homes' Board was established in
1911, but never had borrowing Powers.
Although there were thousands of pounds
of trust funds in Perth that the board
could have used; it had not the power to
do so. Hills had been passed by this
Chamber to empower the board to borrow,
hut timie after time they were thrown out
in the Upper House. That was respoible
somewhat for the lag in housing. What
could have been done during the depres-
sion? What could the Labour Party have
done had it had unlimited money at its
disposal, if the Housing Trust had had
money? There were only the rents coin-
ing in from houses built from 1911
onwards.

Even worse than this was the fact that,
in 1937, the Labour Government secured
the passing of a measure to authorise the
building of houses for letting. 'Hfouses of
four or five rooms could have been built
at that time for £500 to £540 and let at
14s. 6ld. to i16s. Gd. a week. At presenti
similar houses would cost £900 or £1,000
to build. However, another place-per-
haps I should call it the abattoirs-
rejected it. We 'shall have to work over-
time sending up Hills if that Chamber this
session is t~o maintain its record for kill-
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iug. That House threw out the Bill in
1037 dint would have enabled the Govern-
mnt to build houses for letting. Had
that measure been passed, we would have
hadt two years of intensive house-building
operation-, which would have assisted
greatly to overtake the lag in housing.
Ckronsequently, instead of the Labour Party
being re~ponsible for the lag in housing,
it is due entirely to the National Govern-
ment in the Federal sphere and to the
mewmbers opposite who had their representa-
tives ini control in another plaee.

IDuring the election campaign, I had a
lair amount of time to read the newspapers
and] ,tudy the photographs that were pub-
lished. I believe that the present Govern-
ment is the most-photograpfied Government
we have had in the history of this State.
In fact I believe that Clark Gable would
be jealous of it.

The Chief Secretary: Because we are
doing something. That is why.

Mr. FOX: I have not noticed the Chief
Sevretary's photograph.

Hon. F. J. S. Wise: Because of his looks.
Mr. FOX: When coming into town one

morning a friend, who is a good supporter
of the present Goverinment, asked me wvhe-
ther I had seen the photograph of the Cabi-
net published in that day's paper. I do not
think the Minister for Works was in the
group; be seemed to have been cut out.

Hlon. A. H1. Penton: Perhaps they did not
wrant to spoil the picture.

Mt. FOX: I do not think he would have
spoilt it. I saw a picture of him once taken
on an open plain, and it reminded me of a
picture published during the war, depicting
a soldier on a hill-top saying to himself,
"Will they never come?" My friend re-
marked, "This is a fine picture, I am proud
to be a member of this Party. It has its
roots deep in the soil of Britain." I replied,
"It is very nice of you to say so, but the
Labour Party also has its roots deep in the
soil of Britain and for centuries has never
changed its name at all. It would never
have survived but for the fact of its being
lbased on something solid-honesty and
humanitarianism." I asked him to turn to
the next page and look at another picture.
I believe I have it amongst my notes.

The Minister for Works: It will not help
you one way or another.

Mr. FOX: I do not suppose it will.
The Mfinister for Lands: It will help to

make up a speech.

Mr. FOX: I am afraid I have mislaid it.
It was a photograph of the British Chan-
cellor of the Exchequer marching through
the streets of Dorset at the head of a pro-
cession celebrating the centenary of
the Todpuddle martyrs. That was a
case of some farm labourers; being,
prosecuted for forming a trade union
They formed a union in the summet
of 1833. The agricultural labourers of the
Dorset village had received notice from the
employers that their wages, which had aver-
aged 9s. 4d. a week and had been reduced
to s. and then to 7s., were to he further re-
duced to 6s. a week. In order to resist thw
reduction, two brothers named Loveless
formed a friendly society of agricultural
labourers. This brought the Tory Party to
arms and it set about finding means to com-
bat the movement.

The Chief Secretary: How many years
ago was thati

Mr. FOX: I am not going- to be inter-
rupted by the Minister.

Mr. -SPEAKER: Order!

Mr. FOX: Thme men were prosecuted for
having formed a trade union and sentenced
to transportation for seven years. Although
they were entitled at that time to form a
trade union, an old Act passed in 1797 was
invoked and they wvere charged with having
taken an unlawful oath. In reality, it was
an action to check the growth of trade
unionism. In reply to the Chief Secretary's
interjection, I might inform him that his
Party is descended from that Party of 1833.
He is the sanme as he was then, though mel-
lowed a little by time and necessity.

The Minister for Works: Good solid argut-
ment!

Mr. FOX: When the proposal for the 40-
hour week wras made, we could realise how
strongly opposed to that innovation the pre-
sent Government would be. I have heard
apologies made for Ministers, but I shall
give one or two quotations from newspaper
reports to showv the attitude of the new
Government to the 40-hour week.

Mr. Styants: Do not be too hard I

Mr. FOX: This is a statement by Mr. L.
L. Carter, Secretary of the Employers'
Federation. I might mention that, during
the previous election campaign, Mr. Carter
was organiser for the Liberal Party, but the
Party discovered that it had made a tactical
blunder by employing him in that capacity
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and did not Appoint him to act in the recent
election. Mr. Carter was reported as fol-
lows:

Reduced hours should not apply to Western
Australia [)(,cause it wv:s at a great disadva,,-
tage compared with its competitor States.
There was A, deliberate go-slow policy in cer-
tain Western Australian industries. He men-
tioned the eoa! mining, tim her and Ibuilding
industries. The State Government, which was
in All unsound financial position, was not in a
position to grant a 40-hour week.

Tn an unsound flinancial position! Thle
Leader of the Opposition has told the House
of the legacy he left the new Government-

The Minister for Railways: We know, all
about that.I

Afr. FOX: -a policy of public works and
a Treasury overflowing. In the "Daily
News" of the 11th April, 1947, under big
headlines we find the following, "Western
Australia Will Oppose the 40-Hour Week."
The article reads-

The new Liberal Government is expected to
withdraw its support from the 40-hour case
today or tomorrow.

The "Daily News" had some inside informa-
tion! The report continues-

3Mr. Sholl, who is appearing for certain emi-
ployers, said that if the 40-hour week Were
granted by the court he would ask that the
Western Australian employers be excluded for
special economic reasons.

They are dying very hard! The following
appeared in "The West Australian" of the
16th April-

Western Australia 'A chiangedi attitude to the
introduction of a 40-hour week WAS announced
in the Federal Arbitration Court today by Mr.
D. C. Williams. ''Western Australia is no
longer in favour of a 40-hour wek'
The "West Australian" must have had some
definite information fromi the Gov'ernment
to make A statement of that kind, On the
16th April, 1947, the following appeared in
"The West Australian":-

A channge in the Western Australian Govern-
,nent 's representation in the 40-hour week ease
before the Comimonwvealth Arbitration Court
WAS announced yesterday by thle Minister for
Labour (Mr. Thorn). He said that Mr. K.
Ashkannsay, E.C., who w-as representing thi
Victorian and Tasmanian Labour Governments
.at the hearing, would no longer represent the
W.A. Government. Instead, thle State would
hie represented by Mr. D. C. Williams, who is
also npinearing for the South Australian Gov-
ernment.

The change in counsel follows new instruc.
tions on the State's attitude to the 40-hour
Week claim consequent on the recent chhnge

of Government. Previously, with the Wise Gov-
erment in office, the State joined wvith the
New South Wales, Victorian and Tasmanian
Government in supporting the 40-hour week
tinim Without Apparently any quallifications.
Last week, however, the new Minister for
Labour, Announced, iii effect, the withdrawal
of unqualified support by the State. lie Said
it had been decided to take the attitude that
the introduction of the shorter week should be
left to thle court to decide When the time was
opportune. Fn view of housing and supply
shortages the Government did not consider the
present was An opportune time. Mr. Thorn
said that Mr. Williams, in stating the opposi-
tion of South Australia to the 40-hour week,
maintained that its introduction wall not in the
public interest at present.
The time is never opportune for any imn-
provement in the conditions of the worker.
Employers in New South Wales have stated
their intention of appealing to the High
Court onl the constitutionality of the 40-hour
week Act panssed in that State. Those nrl
sonic of the statements made in "The West
Australian," which is the organ of the pre-
sent Ciovernment and whieh maps out its
policy. So there we have the attitude of
the State Government on the 40-hour week.

Hon. J. B. Sleeman:. The leopard cannot
change his spots! It is the same old policy!

Mr. FOX: They are the same as the
party was in 1833. They have the same
policy. I have been an industrialist for the
greater part of muy life, as has the member
for Leederville and other members on this
side of the House. We have had to fight
like hell for every little concession we have
got. The -10-hour week is one of thle best
amenities we could get, because we have no
op~portunity of adding to our wages in the
way that somec members on the opposite side
of the Chamber canl add to their incomes.
Ineidentally, the member for Geraldomi said
that the job of a member of Parliament
should be a full-time one. I doa not know
what he is going to do about it. I think
that most members on the opposite side of
the Chamber have at least two oeeupations,
hiut that is hy the way. Had the wor not
intervened the 40-hour week would have
been general throughout the world.

The Chief Secretary: No-one is objectin-
to the 40-hour week.

Mr. Styants: Not much! Not that you
would notice!

Hon. A. H. Panton: What a tale!
Air. FOX: Even Mussolini introdueed the

4 0-hour working week in Italy.
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The Chief Secretary: I think it ain excel-
lent idea.

Member: Where is Mussolini now?

M1r FOX: It does not matter. He intro-
iluved the 40-hour week. Surely, if it were
gVood enough for Mussolini to do that, we
ough~1t to do it also.

The Minister for Works: You are getting
sounder and sounder!

M1r. FOX: I know the Minister for Works
would not be in favour of a 40-hour week.

The Minister for Work,-: No-one is rais-
ing any objection to it.

Mr. FOX: What about the dtatements I
read from "The W~est Australian" and the
"LDaily News"?

T he Minister for Works: Read them
a go in.

Mr. FOX:- The Government must have
given definite instructions to oppose the 40-
hour week. The Government said, "Whbether
you like it or not, it has to go."

The Minist& for Works: We leave it to

the Arbitration Court.

Mr'. POX: The 40-hour week was brought
in in America in 1933. Before then America
had a 36-hour week in some industries .

The Chief Secretary: The men) work
piecework in America, 35 hour,, a week.

Mr. FOX: They do not.

M1r. SPEAKER: Order! Less conver-
Sation, please.

Mr- FOX: In some industries in England
the men work 40 hours.

lon. J. B. Sleeman: What hours do the
lawyers work?

Mr. FOX:- They do not work at all, ex-
cept point.. The 40-hour week is one of
the few amenities that workers are lool~ing
forward to and they are justified in doing
so. The great advances in science and
inarhinery justify them in looking forward
to it. As I came to town 'this morning
I saw a machine which does the wvork of 40
men. It waps shifting sand to form an oval
at East Fremiantle. Other machines are
doing- the work of 100 men. In Melbourne
recently I was at a glass works and saw
a machine in which the material was put
in at the top and came out as glass bottles
at the bottom. The machine even stacked
the bottles.

The Mfinister for lRailways: Did it fill
them?

Mr. FOX: That obtains in many other
industries. It is only natural to look for-
ward to the shorter working week so as to
give thie mien additional leisure. That is
the only way they can get it.

I wish to say a few xx ords on the housing
problem. I suppose I have been0 to the
Workers' Homes Board as often as most
members of Parliament. The Fremantle
district is a crowded area, with sub-stand-
aid houses. There has been an influx of
population there of late and] many people
in 'the district hare been married. The
member for Kalgoorlie told us there were
4,000 marriages in the State last year and
my district had a fair proportion of'
them. I was sorry to hear some members
say that they had approached the Premier
with A ji'w to getting an allocation of
honits. I do not think any member should
approach a Minister in order to get him to
induce the Housing Commission to allocate a
home for anybody. Despite what some mnem-
bers have said in this Chamber, I think the
Housing Commission is doing an excellent job.
No Ministerial influence should be brought
to bear by any member in order to seure
a concession for a constituent. I have never
a pproached a Minister while the Labour Gov-
ernment was in power on this subject, and
I hope that any Minister who is approached
on the question of housing will turn a deaf
ear to any such request and say that the
Housing Commission is there to deal with
applications on their meritsq. I think that
is the fairest method. -

Hon. A. H. Panton: I got more sympathy
as a private member than I did as a Minister.
I can say that honestly.

Mr. FOX: Doubtless sonic people many
have got houses to whbich they were not en-
titled. One is sure to find such instances
where there is a big undertaking; but, so far

-ats those in control of the Housing- Trust are
concerned, I have complete confidence in
them and am content to leave to their dis-
cretion the allocation of houses as they think
fit. I do not agree with the policy alto-
gether. I did tnot agree with it while the
Labour Government was in office. For in-
stance, young married people, even if they
have no children, should he given an oppor-
tun'ity to get a home of their own. I know
how difficult it is. There are thousands of
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applications, but I know of young married
people, with no children, who have been
married four and live years and have been
unable to secure a home. Many young
women do not care to have children while
living in rooms or with their ia-laws. That
is a very bad start for a young couple. They
should not be compelled to live with a
mother-in-law, not that I would say any-
thing derogatory about a mother-in-law.
Mother-in-law are about the average, as good
as anybody else; that has been my ex-
perience.

If young people are away on their own
they get a sense of responsibility which
makes them, more competent. I think they
should be able to get out and create a home
of their own. We are losing population in
this way. I might mention another in-
stance in which I put up a strong case for
an unmiarried man to get a home. He is 35
Years of age and engaged to a girl of 29.
He has all his furniture made and is capable
of doing aill the inside wood-work himself.
Both he and the woman are getting past the
prime of life. T' think the fertility of
women decreases after 32 or 33, so he has
nut much chance of having, a very big
family. People in circnmstances like that
should be given homes. He is so situated
that hie cannot take a wife home to his
family. [ tried to secure consideration for
him on two occasions. I did my level best,
but the board turned down the appilication.
It may have bcen right. The board said
that there w~ere thousands of other more de-
servingv. eases where there Were three or four
units in the family-ometimes more. I
know. that to he correct, because we are put-
ting uip such eases from Fremnantle nearly
every dlay.

We have people coming to us who are
living under very bad housing conditions,
At the samne time, I think the Commission
as, it is constituted at present is a very good
one. We have Mr. Reid as chairman. He
has occupied the position for a long time.
The other members are Mr. Hlarler, a 6vil
servant; Mr. Glare, Principal Architect; Mr.
Bryan, a master builder;, and Mr. Coram,
repro';enting the building trades. The
latter is a plumber and knows a lot
about building. They all know a
good deal about the subject. Only
two are pai salaries, and the amnount is
small. I1 know the housing position is very

dillicult, and this Government is going to
have a very hard job to live up to its pro-
mises which are impossible of fulfilment.
People come to me day after day and say,
"We thought we were sure to get a house
now the new Government is in office. It
made a lot of promises." I reply, "A lot of
you will have quite at long wait yet!1 You
have no chance of getting a house for years
to come." Members opposite know that just
as well as do members on this side of the
House.

Hon. J. B. Sleeman: You know what the
Minister for Works promised them.

M1r. FOX: Yes, I know.

Hon. J. B. Sleeman: He promised that
two-unit families would get a house.

Mr. FOX: Yes.

The Chief Secretary: So they will!

Mr. FOX: That has not eventuated yet,
though! there may he soine odd cases where
same twa-unit families have got homes. But
I often question -whether they should haic
got them. I do not know wrhat is behind it,
but I here no complaint to make of the
administrative work of the housing auth-
orities.$

A mutter to which the member for
-Northant referred wals the retirement of
Mr, s'chroeder from th0 Children's Couri.
I very itiuti regrTet that the Government
took that action. Ile was a man who
brought a wealth of knowledge to the
position lie occupiLed. He was very sym-
pathetic to children who came before him,
especially first off~ende'rs, and was very
good at advising them. I know there'are
miany first offenders who appeared before
him, and who have never since been
charged in that court. I am sorry to see
it has been hinted that a legal man is to
he put in control of the courTt. If there
is one place where we need commoasense
and understanding, it is in the Children's
Court, and we are not going to get those
things from the legal profession. Their
whole teaching is in the opposite direction.
It is not like the teaching of Mr. Schroeder,
which was to uplift people. He has en-
deavoured to 'do that, andi he had many
more years service in front df him. The
Government made a mistake in retiring him,

Hon. .1. B. Sleeman: I suppose they will
put a relation in his place.
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Mr, FOX:- Yes, I suppose so. I think
when the member for Geraldton. was speak-
ing hie hinted that Mr. Schroeder might be
at relative of the member f or Northam;
hut he missed on that, so he said that Mr.
Schroeder was living in Northam. He
mnissed on that also. I do not know what
,other subterfuge he then put forward.
What lie did not say was, that the Minister
for Health has apointed his brother-in-law
to the position of magistrate in Kalgoorlie.
lie evidently forgot that. I have no corn-
iplaiint to inak 0 about that, either.

The Minister for Railways: The Minister
for hlealth?

Mr. FOX: Yes.
The Minister for Railways: He did not.

Mr. FOX: Ia the Legislative Council. If
it was niot his brother-in-law it was his
iiephew or some other relation.

The IU mister for Works: He did not
appoint him.

The Chief Secretary: I thought it was
the Attoracy General who did that sort of
thing!

Mr. FOX: The hon. member got up and
censured the member for Northam for
alppoining Mr. Schroeder, hut hie did not
refer to the apointment of Mr. Draper
to the position of magistrate in Kalgoorlie.

The Minister for Works: The Minister
for Health did not do that.

Mir. FOX: A relation of the Minister for
Health has been appointed, whether h e
did the appointing or riot. Hle influenced
the Cabinet to appoint him.

The Chief Secretary: The appointment
was mode on the recommendation of the
Attorney General.

Mr. FOX: "We know all about that! I
was going to say, when I was SO rudely
interrupted, that it is hard to find men like
Mr. Schroeder. I know only one other I
have met in the lnst nine or ten years,
and that is the gentleman who was
formerly in charge of the Swan Boys
Home, Mr. Birch. They are two men
whose equal in dealing with children it
would be very hard to find. When M,%r.
Heliroeder was in the Children's Court in
Fremanntle some years ago, the Navy re-
rused to enlist a young boy hecause, lie had
had a conviction recorded arainst him. T
dlid a lilt of kicking up on his behalf, but

Mr -Shroeder came in afterwards and, as

a rcsulk of his intervention, since then the
Navy has waived its objection to taking
hoys who have Children's Court convictions.
It was noticeable that Mr. Schroeder did
not impose a penalty on first offenders but
let them go and gave them good advice. I
have been in the court often and seen him
talking to boys and girls.

M1r. May: As a first offender?
Mr. FOX: No, just a looker-on, I hare

been before the court on industrial matters
a few times. I suppose anybody who has
lbeen Ia. union secretary can hardly have
escaped that, because in such Ft position one
cannot do much before being hauled up
by the powers that be and asked to answer
questions as to why he did this or why he
did that. I noticed that recently there was
a letter in the paper from a gentleman who
signed himself G. Burgoyne. le referred
to some honour being given to a gentleman
who had done something in the way of sug-
gesting the construction of the pipeline
from Mundaring to Kalgoorlie. I had
heard rumours t hat a knighthood was to be
handed out to this gentleman for making
the suggestion that this pipeline should be
constructed. He made that suggestion on
the 25th November, 1895. 1 was person ally
acquainted with a man named Talbot, -who
lived at MAulline near where I once resided,
and who wrote to the papers in 1894, on
the 8th March, suggesting-

The Minister for Works: Why not ad-
dress the Chair instead of thre member for
Collie?

Hon. A. H. Panton: He wants to get his
name in "The Daily News" as well as you.

Mr. FOX: I should think the M.~inister
would leave it to the Speaker to call me to
order instead of usurping his functions.

lion. A. R. G. Hawke: A well-merited
rebuke! I

Mr. FOX: On the 8th March, 1894, Mr.
Talbot wrote to the papers and suggested
that a pipeline should be run from the
coast to Kalgoorlie, and John Marr, on the
4th Septemnber, 1894, also wrrote to -the
papers, Ile suggested that a series of
jpulping stations shoeld be estahlished be-
tween Mundaring and Kalgoorlie. It was on
the 25th November, 1895, a year and eight
tinths later that Nat Harper, whom I knew
Many years ago, made the samne suggestion
at a dinner at Kanowna. If any honours
are to be handed out I would like to see
themr go to the, people most entitled to them.
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If the Government is thinking of distribut-
in,, -honours it should ask the Historical
Society to look up its records to see who is
responsible for the first suggestion that it
would he a good scheme to pump water from
Mundaring to Kalgoorlie in order to supply
the Goldfields. I have no objection to such
an honour so long as it goes to the person
most entitled to it.

lon. J1. B. Sleeman: Would this Burgoyne
chap know anything about it?

Mr. FOX: I think he would.
Mr. Grayden: Why not take it on the

evidence of Sir John Forrest?
Mr. FOX: We are admirers of his. He

was a great Western Australian. I have been
over a lot of the country that he traversed,
but I do not think the hon. member would
manage it because ho would probably die of
thirst. Sir John Forrest was not only a
great statesman, bat a wonderful explorer.
As I have said, I have travelled over a lot of
the country that he went through, but when
I was there it was well watered. The Gold-
fields had extended and we were able to
travel over the country in a horse and sulky,
and the homse was able to find its way back
if we were not able to. The bon. member
must not ins9inuate that we have not a great
admiration for Sir John Forrest.

Ifr. SPEAKER: Order! The lion. mem-
her will address the Chair.

Mr. FOX: I want to say a few words
about the fishing industry. Before the
Labour overnicint went oui of office it had
on the stocks; a Hill to be introduced this
session. This is one of the most important
industries in Australia but unfortunately
there has been no orgatnisation among the
fishermen. Many of them tirc Italians and
Slays, and only a few are Australians. It
is ain indlustryv to which the Australian does
not take too kindly on account of the hard-
ships. Iti not a very nice occupation. In
the month of July we have raint and blowv
wreathier, and rough seas. These things make
the industry very hard for those engaged in
it. Up till 1043 or 1945 there was no
organisation at all, anti then on attempt was
made to organ ise, hut unfortunately those
in the towns away from Fremantle, where
there were only a few fishermen, compared
with Fremrantle, could not agree on the ques-
tion of voting. Those in the outports want-
ed to have the same voting power as the
fishermen at Fremantle where there are

about 400 engaged in the industry. As a
consequence there are at the present time
two associations of fishermen, namely, the
League of Professional Fishermen, com-
posed of fishermen at Geraldton, Bunbury,
Albany and Denmark, and other places, and
then there is the Fremantle body. But they
all agree on one thing, that they want a
board. Even the wholesalers in Perth agree
on that. All the fish in Western Australia
is controlled by five people. The reason
they are in favour of the board is, I suppose,
their fear of a co-operative society being
formed, which would leave them high and
dry. .

We in Australia, consume a very
small quantity of fish-about 20.7 lb. per
person per year. The biggest part of that
is imported. Only about 9 lb. of local fish,
per bead of population, is consumed an-
nually. The prit-e of fish is very high, and
I believe that if we had a board, and the
fishing industry were better controlled, we
could create a better fish market. With the
idea7 of giving the fishermen a kick-off in
1943, the Commonwealth authorities co-
opted the local fisheries inspector, and one
or two others, and they fixed the price for
fish. They based the price on the' assump-
tioin that all tuen in the fishing industry
were earning an average of £7 10%. iier
week Lhironghout the. year. The fishermen
say that not 15 per cent. of those engaged
in the industry earn that much throughout
I e year, and when we consider how hoister-
nus our winter is wve can readily understandl
that £7 10s. is a bit too high. Even if they
do earn that much it is a very low wage for
men whose boats are worth from £1,500 to
C2,000, and 1 know of one party wvhose boat
is vallied at £5,000. So, not muceh was allowed
for the depreciation of their hosts and gear.
I hope the present Government will give
some cons iderat ion to the question of estab-
lishing a hoard in order to give the fisher-
men of Western Australia an opportunity to
build up their markets and make a decent
livelihood.

The member for Victoria Park deplored
the fact that a very large take of erays hadl
been removed doting the last six months. or
so. Well. crayfish are plentiful from 'New
South 'Wales aroundl to Geraldton, and crav-
fishing has been going on for the last 50 or
0 years. I do not kuow whether previously
anyone had gone into it on the same scale a';
the people of Fremiantle, hut I do not think
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there is much fear of our crayfish supplies
being rapidly depleted. One great loss to
the people is brought :about because the
whole of the crayfish, with the exception of
the tail, is thrown into the sea. The part
discarded would make valuable fertiliser if
it were possible for the boats to carry it, but
unfortunately the boots are too small.

The 'Minister for Lands: A factory is be-
ing built now at Geraldton.

Mr. FOX: Yes, but the boats are not big
enough to bring the crayfish bodies in. If
this could be done it would- be very helpful
to the farmers and others. 1 infroduced a
deputation from the Fremantle City Council
to the Minister for Works in connection
with the way that South Beach, and other
beaches. south of Fremantle, are being spoil-
ed. Over the years the Government has
built moles and the fish market jetty at Fre-
mantle, and those who consider themselves
expert in these things are 'of the opinion
that these moles have deflected the currents
coming up from the South-West, with the
result that the beaes have boep over-rut,
with water every winter and are being de-
stroyed. We hare a very fine beach at South
Fremanitle; it is one of the safest for ehil-
dken in Western Australia- There are no
sharks there-not even land sharks. The
overnment has a railway line running adja-

vent to the beach, and there may also be a
danger of that being submerged. We
approached the Minister for Works to see
whether anything could be (lone. The Labour
Government, now sitting in Opposition, went
50 -50 with the Fremantle Council in putting
out a groyne in order to arrest the sand that
sweeps up from the South-West. That sand
wa-, expected +o build up a beach. U'nfor-
tunately the stones used in the groyne were
too small, and during the winter months
they were completely swept away.

The Mfinister for Works :, What (lid yotl

Mr. FOX: It has been completely swept
away.

The Minister f or Works: That is not so.
It is either swept away, or it is not, and the
qitones are still there.

Mr. FOX: What is left serves no good
purpose at all.

Mr. SPEAKER: Order!

,Mr. FOX: We approached the 'Minister
in the hope that he might write off the sum

due by the Fremantle City Council, but I
understand that that has not been done.

The Minister for Works: You have not
yet received your reply. When you get it
I think you will have a pleasant surprise.

Mr. FOX: What is really needed there, in
order to preserve the beaches, is a series of
groynes running out 40 or 50 feet to arrest
the sand, and so build up the beaches. I
think the Government is partly responsible
for the condition of the beaches there, owing
to the necessary construction of the moles
nnd the fish market jetty. In consideration
of that I believe the (Government should run
out onle or two groynes in that area, as an
experiment. One groyne was constructed,
as I have said, but unfortunately the winter
weather was rough and swept away the
stones of which it was built.

M. LESLIE (Mt. Mar-shall) 19.131: 1
wish, first of all, to extend my forms] con-
gratulations to you, Mr. Speaker, on your
elevation to the high position that you now
occupy. In my congratulations I also in-
clude the Chairman of Committees. I am
quite satisfied that, at the end of your long
term of office in the Chair-

Ron. J1. T. Tonkin: That is wishful
thinking.

MNr. LESLIE: It is conlidence. I ami
satisfied, Mr. Speaker, that by then both
you and the Chairman of Committees- will
have added sonic brilliance to the lustre that
already adorns your respective position,;.
Although the othier side has already start-
ed on me, I take this opportunity of
expressing my appreciation of the courtesy
that members of the Opposition extended to
me while they occupied Ministerial posi-
tions.

Ron. A. H1. Panton: We will go quietly
now.

Mr . LESLIE: I say that in all honesty
and sincerity. I received courtesy and con-
sideration at their hands always, and some-
times consideration to an extent that T-
in my ignorance at that time--did not think
I was likely to receive, belonging, as I did,
to the other side. I unhesitatingly give
them that amount of credit. I also extend
my congratulations to the occupants of the
Treasury bench. I believe the correct thing
to do would be to extend congratulations
to the people of the country for the quality
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of members occupying the Treasury bench
today.

lion. A. H. Panton: That should be worth
a sergeant's stripes.

31r. LESLIE: During the course of the
debate a ver 'y pessimistic tone has been used.
I am not inclined to adopt such an atti-
tulle. I believe the future of this country
is such as to justify the utmost optimism.'
I1 am satisfied that' the Governmient, if it
carries out the programme mentioned in
lB5 Excellency's speech-that Ministers arc
dectermhined to increase the production and
prosperity of our great primary industries,
that scientific research is being extended
and that marketing schemes are under con-
sideration-will be successful. I feel con-
Jident that, building the administration of
the State upon such a foundation, we have
p~romnise of a good future. I visualise the
task of government as being not only a
matter of Organisation and administration,
which airc its primary responsibilities, but
as ineluding the exercise of a wide and
far-reaching vision in tackling national
problems.

in its approach to such problems the
Glovernment must consider utilising the
inatural resources of the State to the best
possi'hle advantage. An expanding popu-
lationi, prosperity and constant gainful em-
plolvrnt, together with a high standard of
livinr, are possible only if we aim for a
.steady increase in production, in both pri-
,inarv and secondary industries. Successful
goverinent can be achieved only when it
envisages the future of the country on that
basis, which is the broadest of any. A
(loverninent which, as has happened in the
]last, succumbs to the temptation to deal
with national problems by means of tem-
Jporarv expedients such as restricting pro-
duetioji, is heading for a fall, and is
drugging the country with it.

It is regrettable that "restriction" is a
word in common use today. It began in
the early 19 30 's when economic problems
arose and, as a temporary expedient, Gov-
ernments decided that restriction was the
only means of overcoming their difficulties.
That reminds mec of the doctor who adopted
the expledient, in order to relieve pain or re-
move an illness, of killing the patient. Both
the pain and the problem disappeared. The
policy of restriction has been adopted by
Governments, both Commonwealth and
State. I have here world authorities to tell

this and future Governments that restric-
tion is a wrong policy to adopt. At some
time most of us are accused-particularly
if we are in public life-of having bees in
our bonnets. On the other side of the House
we have a member who is an authority with
very firm convictions about gold standards.
Othier members have similar fetishes, and
I am prepared to be labelled as an anti-
restrictionist. Moreover, I am prepared to
show b)*y quoting some of the highest auth-
orities in the world that my opinions are
based upon something solid.

There is a body known as the Food and
Agricultural Organisation of the United
Nations which, for the last two or three
years, has been carrying on a complete sur-
vey of the food position throughout the
world. On the Commission are representa-
tives of 37 nations, who recently made a
careful survey of the food Position in no
fewver than 70 countries of the world, and
have based their comparisons not onl pres-
ent dlay but on pre-war data. Thle report
showvs that the opinions I have expressed
in this House on a number of occasions are
solidlyv based. a

Hon. J. T. Tonkin: What is the date
of the report?

Mkr. LESLIE: I am) quoting from the re-
1)ort of July, 1946. I have later reports.

Hon. J. T. Tonkin: I think you wvant to
read their commodity series, 194th

Mr. LESLIE: This one will do for the
moment. They show there is not sufficient
food being produced in the world to feed the
nations on a decently high standard. I
concede for the benefit of the member for
North-East Fremantle that they might deal
in later reports with particular commnodi-
ties in which they raise the probleni of
surpluses in some countries and under-
production in others, but I selected this
report because it gives a survey of thle
ultimate objective. The report deals very
satisfactorily with surpluses. If we are to
adopt the recommendations, it will be found
that there is no problem of surplus such
as we have known it when people in our
own State were under-nourished and under-
fed while foodstuffs rotted on the farms,-at
railway stations and on the wvharfside. Such
a position would never arise. From the
report dated the 5th July, 1946, 1 quote
the background of the survey as follows:-

It is well-known that there is muchl starva-
tion and malnutrition in thme world. Millions
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of people never get enough to eat, and much
larger numbers, not actually hungry, do not
obtain the kind of diet necessary for health.
Vague knowledge that this situation exists ir,
not enough; facts and figures are needed if
the nations are to attempt to do away with
famine and mal nutrition.

Later on the report points out that the
world needs more food both to feed more
people and also to feed the people better.
In Table V. of the report is shown iql per-
centages the amount of increases in supplies
required for the 70 countries in the sur-
vey, assuming that the targets set out are
to be reached by 1900. That is a long way
ahead and the world population will have
risen 25* per cent, by that date. The report
adds-

This estimate of food needs in 1960 gives
sonmc idea of the magnitude of the task to be
undertaken and the opportunities -ahead for
food producers if the nations set out to im-
prove nutrition on a world scale.

I am emphasising the words "the magnitude
of the task" because there arc some people
who still tell ius that the days of restriction
must continue. Yet the task, we are told
by the report, will be ohe of magnitude till
1960. The table shows the increases over
pre-war supplies required to meet the tar-
gets, pius the need based on the assumption
of a 25 per cent. increase in world popula-
tion, to be as follows:-

Cereals .. .. .. 21
Roots and tubers -. .- 27
Sugar .. .. . 12
Fats .. .- .. 34
pulses .. . .- s
Fruit land vegetables 163
Meat .. . -- 46
.Milk .. .. .. 100

per
per
per
per
per.
per
11Cr

cent.
cent.
-ent.
cet.

cent.
cent.
cenit.
cen!t.

Those ore the increases required to meet a
reasonable nutrition target by 1960. Later
on the report states-

lHy 1960 original calories would have to lie
invreased Iiy im per ceint. in comparison with
the, pre-wvar value. Fifty-five per centt. of this
itiere:,$e is accouInted for by improvements in
the diet andi 35 por cent, by' pop~ulatioln growth.
liv 1970, tile increase- in original calories re-
quthc nIWOUld I ,e about 110 per cent.
In other words, if we are to attain the nutri-
tion standard throughout the world for all
nations, we require a 90 per cent, overall
increase in one productioni by 1960, and if
we are to continue that standard with a
rising population of only 25 per cent., then
by 1970 our, pre-war production would
have to be increased 110 per cent. Yet we
still have people who say that the outlook

for agriculture production is gloomy and
that we ought to impose restrictions. The
report continues-,

Clearly, to double the food supplies, in teri
of original calories, in the less developed
countries will require a great expansion in
agricultural resources, and indeed in all other
resources as well. Large increases in imports
may be needed also. That would call for ex-
panded production in exporting countries as
well as production of conmmoditics in the iiii-
porting countries to trade for food. Nothing
less is involved than a transformation of life
in all its aspects, which challenges tine best
efforts of science and industry, governments
alid peoples.. I

Concerning the devolpment of land, the re-
port says-

Land is the basic resource in food produc-
tion. In some parts of the world the area of
cultivated land is less than hailf-an-aere per
head of the population, and this is decreasing
as population rises. At present only ablout 7
per cecnt. of the land surface of the glie is
cultivated. Much of the rest is unfit for cul-
tivation by present methods, but there are,
large areas that could be opened up if capital
were available for their development 1,y modl-
era technical methods, including, iii many eases,
irrigation and drainage.

In those words these world authorities, after
at survey of 10 countries, tell us of the
stupendous effoit that confronts the world
if all the people are to be adequately fed.
In a report of February, 1947, the P're-
paratory Commission on World Food Piro-
posals deals trenchantly with any suggestion
for restriction; in fact throughout the report
we find that any and every suggestion foe
irestrictionl of agricultural production is
roundly and solidly condened. For in-
stance, I quote the following-

We aire convinced that the basis of all inter-
governmental arrangements should lie anl ex-
pansion of consumption andi not restriction of
production. To this end, we have stiggetil
that wvhere, after the present scarcity is ended,
surpluses cale or exporting countries under-
take to maintain production in excess of what
could lie sold at reasonable prices in tile regu-
lar markets, such excess production sin. aid I),%
made available at special prices for approved
nutritional programmes.

That bringsi me to this point: I say' defin-
itel ,v that wve in Australia can p roduce a
huge surplus of foodstuffs over anti above
our requirements, and possibly a huge
surpilus over and above what countries out-
side Australia can afford to buy according
to our standards of purchase. If we are to
concern ourselves with the welfare of the
wvorld in general, it is still necessary for its
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to vnutine our production at its maximum
sea]t', because if other countries begin to
go down-hill, their bad nutritional stan-
dlards, owing to their inability to maintain

thmevsin industry, are bound to react
(in us and we ourselves shall suffer in the
end. We had a picture of that in the de-
piestion period. That depression was not
peculiar to Australia. It prevailed all over
fte world and the reason for it wvas that,
notwithstanding the huge production, there
was a breakdown in distribution. Nations
were unable to maintain a sufficiently high
indtutrijil standard in their owvn countries
to inable them to purchase goods fromt us
at prices which we considered reasonable.

Mr. Reynolds: What caused the break-
clown !Who had all the money?

Mr. LESLIE: What does the hion. mem-
her want motley for? Mr. Speaker, if the
boun. mnember had his pockets, howvever many
there 'nay be in the suit of clothes he is
ivenring, lined with notes and gold anad all
the wealth of the world, as we call it,--

Mr. Reynolds: We have heard that be-
fore.-

Mr. LESIE :-he could live on the
paper of the notes, certainly, although I
do not know whether there is any nourish-
ment fin it. There are many things that
we need and have, and we have many things
that other nations need and with which we*
can sup~ply their.

31r. Reynolds: You said that in 1929 you
had an abundance of everything.

Mr. LESLIE: Of primary production.

Mr. Reynolds: And that something broke.

Mr. LESLIE: The human equation.

Mr. May: Somebody locked the money up.

31r. LESLIE: Somebody deeided that we
were to live in a self-sufficient way.
Nations started to confine themselves within
the borders shown on a ap. They decided
that they were going to be self -sufficient
in that little sphere and were going to pro-
duce all that they required, without getting
anything from other nations. Read these
reports and see how far down the scale of
nutritional values some of these nations
went.

Mr. SPEAKER: The hon. member will
please address the Chamber.

M r. LESLIE: I am sorry I was drawn
aside.

lion. J. T. Tonkin: Now tell us where
the shop is wvhere you can get things for
nothing.

Mr. LESLIE: Not for nothing, but by
exchange. The trouble is that so many
people have an idea wve wvere born to believe
-how shall I put it-that wvork is the main
essential in life.

lion. A. H. Panton: I have never thought
that.

Mr. LESLIE: Nor I! The 40-hour week
has been mentioned here tonight and it has
been suggested that members on this side
of the House object to it. Personally, I
would like to see an 8-hour week; but first
I want to see sufficient of the essential
things produced. There are three essentials,
as I have said before in this llouse-food,
warmth and shelter. Let us concentrate on
these three essential requirements for human
comfort and I am satisfied there will be no
quibbling about a 40, 36, or 24 hour week.

Hon. J. T. Tonkin: Do you not thinkj you
should send your solution to the British
Prime M1inisterq?

Mr. LESLIE: The British Prime 'Minister
is finding that he is up against exactly the
troubles I am telling the House about. Lie
is not able to provide his people with a
sufficiently) reasonable standard of living.

H1on. J. T. Tonkin: He cannot buy what
isprdcd

Mr. LESLIE: Because he has not the
goods with which to buy anything. Ile is
not asking for money. He is turning to
his own people and saying, "You have to
work more than 48 hours a week; you have
to send children under 16 years of age to
vork early in the morning." That is un-

heard of and wvould not have been agreed
to by a Labour Government except in the
most exceptional circumstances. The posi-
tion in England today is such that that is
what they are up against. They realise it
is all very well to talk about shorter hours,
but production is the essential thing. Pro-
duce sufficient, no matter how short or how
long it takes, but try to produce it in the
shor-test poFsdble time!

Mr. Mlay: We gave you production in
1929, and nobody would buy it. Where
was the money?

Mr. 'LESLIE: The primary producers
gave us production. I will state why
nobody could buy. This country, among
others, decided that it would produce its
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own natural resources and live within its
own borders. Let members turn back to the
history of the depression period and see
what happened. Belgium 'was the first
country against which we raised the tariff .
We raised the tariff on glass and Belgium in
turn excluded the very valuable products
of Australia. Our barley industry was one
of the first to be affected in 1930 on that
account. The report goes on to say-

As long as under-nourished people exist, es.
sential food that could be made available for
human consumption should never be destroyed.
All niatioas of the world should make every
effort, individually or by agreement, to avoid
the necessity of curtailing production.

Because of our mnan-made system, we could
not get our commodities to the people who
Wanted thenm. We should be concerned
about the fact' that if we restrict our pro-
duetion there will he grave danger to the
hungry people of other nations. Dealing
with price stabilisation-and I know this
wvill interest the member for Forrest-the
Commission says this-

The Commission rejects the proposition that
restriction must be tite first and chief support-
ing pillar in a system of price stabilisation.

I coulld read pages of the report in which
the Commission sets out a basis whereby
pric stabilisation, without restriction, can
hi- achieved if the nations are prepa red to
do the job, if Governments are prepared to
do their job and act with vision, instead
of acting as they did in this country in
193o, when the quickest Way out Of the
trouble was considered to be a policy of
restriction, That brings me to a lparticular
area that suffered severely froim restriction.
The marginal areas agreement between the
Commonwealth and the various 'Slate Gov-
ernments was a crime so far as Western
Australian production was concerned. When
that agreement was made between this State
aind the Commonwealth, it was an injustice
to Western Australia. During my visit to
the Eastern States I was surprised to learn
that in New South Wales and Victoria,
when 1 spoke about the marginal areas of
~Wesern Australia, the people envisaged a
condition of affairs similar to that in the
miallce country of Victoria, -where there are
vast areas of undulating saudhills and the
sand is blown hither and thither by the
wind. It did not grow a blade of grass, let
alone a tree. When I showed the people
pictures of our marginal areas they said,
"(lend God, what kind of a Government

have you that would call such laud marginal
areas*?

Mr. Reynolds: What about the rainfall 7

MNr. LESLIE:- I suggest to the hon. mem-
ber that he obtain a copy of a recent report
issued by the C.SLIR., or one of the other'
Commonwealth departments, dealing with
the rainfall of Western Australia, with par-
ticular reference to the se-called marginal
areas of this State.

Hion. A. H. Panton: It is a pity you did
not hear Mr. Boyle and a few other fellows
in this House talking about the marginal
areasI

Mr. LESLIE: Because of the atmosphere,
wvhich prevailed throughout this country, of
pessimism and despair, they adopted the ex-
p~ediency of despair-anything for a tern-
porary cure from the difficulties then exist- -
ing! Some cure wvas necessary in a hurry,
but not something so drastic that it literally
deprived a vast productive area of this
country of its birthright.

Hion. J. T. Tonkin: Would the p~rivate
banks lend any money tan the proposition 2

Mr. LESLIE: They have lent plenty and
still have plenty there, and tire still lendingZ
plenty.

Hon. J. T. 'gonkin: Under reconstruction!

Mr. LESLIE: Their faith has not gone.
I do not say that everything then was not
correctly done, but we have to realise that
that country bad hardly got into the develop-
miental stage when the depression came', and
the finit thing they said instead of tryingr to
do somiethingl to alleviate the difficulties by a
long-range policy, wvas, "Throw ever 'ything
overboard." To return to the member for
Forrest's remark about the rainfall, the re-
port to which I referred was unahlc lo dt'-
clare definitely of any part of that outer
area whether it has or has not sufficient
rainfall. Twelve or more graphs Were p~re-
pared based on different statistics. If a
person were to take any one of those g-aibs
by itself, he would declare half of the State
out of production because the rainfall is not
uniform; there is either too munch or too
little.

If we take the flood records of this State.
half the district lying south of Perth should
go out of production because of the disas-
trous 'years that succeeded one another. Add
to that a depression in prices, and those
people, too, if their land was only in a
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primary state of development, would be
appealing to the Government for something
to be done. But I hope we have advanced
far enough not to make the same mistake as
was made in connection with those areas. I
do not for one moment wish to condemn en-
tirely the reconstruction policy which has
been adopted there. I believe that we must
advance with the knowledge we gain As time
goes on. We find that by making whealt-
growing literally the only activity in that
Area. We were wrong.

Ron. A. H. nton: That was the trouble.

'Mr. LESLIE: We were wrong; but it is
not correct to turn round and say that tbat
area is going out of production eventually
and is to be turned into stock-raising
country.

Ron. J. T. Tonk in:- Whet do you propose
now; be cause you have a Government that
ought to do as you say?

Mr. LESLIE: I propose that this Govern-
mient endeAvour to obtain from the Corn-
monwealth a definite ubdertaking that the
threat of eventual elimination from wheat-
growing of those outer areas is to be re-
moved; that they arc to be allowed to grow
wheat for grain.

Mr. Reynolds: What was your line of de-
marcation? Where would you start and
stop T

Mr. LESLIE: I would not start and stop
anywhere.

Him. A. RI. G. Hawke: You never do!

'Mr. LESLIE: Circumstances would have
to he taken into consideration in every case.
I have one distric 't to the north of my elec-
torate in the line of demarcation, which I
understand has been removed from that
category, and is being brought under a grad-
ing system. In that area there were 60
farms. Six of the farmers had obtained
somc s9mall measure of relief tinder the re-
construction scheme--one had only recived
£43 for wire-netting. But because of the
assistance thuls given, all the six properties
were brought under restriction of wheat-
growing; their farms were marginal. Yet 50
odd farms in that district were permitted to
grow any wheat they liked. But they all
had to bear a stigma, though the mn were
free farmers without any restrictions on their
farm economy and their production methods.
Because they were within this line that wats
drawn on a map, they bad to bear the

stigma of being in the marginal area. A
line cannot be drawn. Where is it going to
begin and end?

The first necessity. of these outer areas is
to receive from the Commonwealth tbe birth-
right they sold for a miserable amount of
assistance, which should have been afforded
in any case and which was only a temporary
expedient. The farmers are prepared to
agree-and I am in accord with them-that
stockraiaing should be the major enterprise
in that district. But cereal-growing must go
hand-in-hand with it. Whether wheat restric-
tion comes in forever or not; whether licens-
ing is to continue or not, they are prepared
to accept a licensing system, provided it will
include a minimum of one-fifth of the de-
clared area of their land. Thet is reasonable. I
say that because that land must be cultivated
if we are to undertake animal husbandry
successfully in those districts, and produce
sufficient food. The land must be regularly
cultivated. At least once in five years that
should be done. Arbittarily to compel any-
body to undertake the expense of cultivating
his land without assuring him of some rea-
sonable return for his labour is unjust. That
cannot justly be applied to any section of-
the community.

The people are prepared to accept the
condition of compulsory cultivation of one-
fifth of their cleared land provided they are
allowed to crop wheat for grain. That is
reasonable. They are also preparefl to accept
-and] I believe this is necessary-that wheat
for g-rain shall be grown only on fallow and
rest land; that the land shall be cultivated
on a rotation basis. They are prepared to
agree to that, because over the last few years
they have discovered that, the minimum
rainfall is required to Produce reasonably
satisfactory crops so long as the land has

fbred 1el farmed; and today the not wvell
frndland in that area is an exception and

is readily seen. The farmer who reports
failure, except through miost unusual sea-
sonal conditions, is a rarity. With anything
like a continuance of normal seasons as we
know them over many years, that district
can be and will be one of the biggest poten-
tial producers in this State.

Mir. Reynolds: To what district do von
refer?

Mr. LESLIE: I am sipaking of the north-
eastern areas, to the north of Kalannie,
Klia, Koorda, Bencubbin and to the north
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11041 a little eastward of Mukinbudin. I am
not prepared to go very much further east-
ward of that north line. I hope this Gov-
emiinent will at t)[he earliest possible oppor-
tunity lake whatever measures it can to
secure from the Commonwealth Government
release for those areas from that unjust
conidition, that sword of Damocles that hang-s
over their heads continlially: that on the
sligrhtest provocation their land is liely to
g-o otut of wheat production, and that it will
sdty to them, "Your privilege of growing
wheat will be continued, hut it will he on a
iesi'tited basis in accordance withl the
i-conily liecebssary in that district." We
woldi he htappy to avcept those conditions
andI make animal husbandry the major
dllti'flprist', with wheatgrowing a very useful
adijiiiit.

it is possible that the officers of the De-
parrtment of Agicutlture will say that these
peo4ple can still cultivate a fifth of their area
by putting in oats, rye or other crops which
can he used for feed], but none of these crops
lproiwl(s anywhere near as goad a re-
suit as does wheat. Wheaten stubble
is far better feed for sheep than is
either oaten or rye stubble. In addi-
tion, while the wheat is in the land there are
the alternatives of using it for grain or for
feed. instead Of, So to speak, having all our
etrg% in one. basket. It might he interesting
to learn htow sheep happened to get a hold
in that northern country. The credit is not
due to any Government or to any Depart-
trt of Agriculture. In the early' days-

going back to 11326 or 1929 when I first went
thepre--wc found, when we spoke to people
in the districts north of Koorda regarding
sheep that we did not get a sympathetic
audiene. We were told it was not possible
tit raise sheep in that country.

Although we made every effort to get some
farmers to go in for sheep raisingy on a
fnicly large scale, according to the extent of
their holdings, we found that they lacked
eontidence and did not believe it was pos-
sihie to raise sheep on an economic basis.
Eventually it was decided to make a pre-
sentation to a prominent citizen in the
Koorda district. I think at the time, there
-were about 1,000 sheep in the area north of
Koorda. This prominent citizen had a farm
about 14 miles north of Koorda, and I was
asked what I thought he would like. I said,
"(live him some sheep." It was considered
a joke, but one memher of the committee

handling this presentation thought there
might he some sense in it. fle was farming
south of Koorda, and he ran sheep. Even-
tually they purchased 100 sheep which, to-
gether with a small cheque, they presented
to the farmner. Some three years later
there was hardly a nian who did not have
sheep on his property. The proof of the

iuddrng was in the eating. When they
found sheep could he reared successfully
they all became interested. As a result that
country became a stock-raising area. That
was purely by accident, members may con-
sier. If that had not happened the alter-
native, I presume, when the marginal areas
were being considered, would have been for
the farmers to have been shifted.

Mr-. Reynolds: Sheep were there in 1923.

'Mr. LESLIE: That is granted, in certain
parts, but not in those to which I allude. It
is necessary for me to touch on one aspect
of production in those areas, and that is
this: We must induce people to undertake a
sc-home of maxsimunoin oduction. Such en-
couragement again lies in the hands of the
Government. I am afraid that today's severe
taxation is not an encouragement to intense
production. But I do not propose to dis-
course on that. There are means of encour-
agzement within the hands of the State Gov-
ernment. The discouraging part of produc-
tion that exists in this State, and in the rest
of the Commonwealth, is not peculiar to
Australia only, because in another report
from "'The Food and Agricultural Organisa-
tion of the T'nited Nations," we find the fol-
lowing brief extract:

Tn must parts of the world large numbers
of fnner; fislierrna, and forest workers arc
poor, and] the present pattern of production
tends to keep theni so. Land tenure arrange-
mneats nervd to be iamproved in inany areas.
Educajtioo, bealth and sau14iFTr serrViCe. in riral
arcas are, for the most part. inferior to those,
in urbn areas. Housing of rural workers i.s
frequently had. The benefits of electricity and
other modern convenieuces ire less frequently
present in rural than in urirhan households. 'Manoy
rural families lire without ready access to the
commrunity facilities and amnicties; that aire na
accepted part of modern living. Social legis-
lation tends to iclude time rural workers and
their families less frequently or less adequatelyv
than it does industrial workers. The principle
thatt agricultural workers are not less important
to the nation than other workers is not gener-
ally recognised and only rarely is it put com-
pletely into practice.
From that wve can see that the circum-
stances we complain of in Western Austra-
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hia are world-wide. But that is no excuse
for allowing them to continue. For just so
long as they do continue, so are -we going to
be faced with a recurrence of intense pro-
duction anti restriction as a means of over-
coming the problem whi~h Go~ernments,
Jacking vision, are not able to combat. One
of the things necessary in the outer areas of
this State, and in the districts to which this
restriction is applied, is water.

I was pleased to notice in the Press re-
cently that the Commonwealth committee
that made an investigation into the compre-
hensive water scheme reported favourably
in connection with some parts of the State,
and I take those parts to include the north-
eastern portions. It must have been so, be-
cause in the newspaper report it was inti-
mated that the Government intended to pro-
ceed with the scheme and also, to some ex-
tent, with the extension promised to me dur-
ing the last session of Parliament. I 'wel-
come that announcement. Because of the
fact that the farming economy in these areas
has been and is being dictated by Govern-
ments, it is necessary for Oovernments to be
responsible for the provision of the neces-
sary facilities. The member for Forrest
mentioned rainfall. A far more certain
rainfall is required for a stock-raising area
than is necessary for whcatgrowing.

lon. J1. T. Tonkin: Not if yon can get the
water from underg-ound.

Mr. LESLIE: Not if it can be pumped
fromt elsewhere, but someone has to get it
traon underground and pump it. A survey
made in a considerable part of that area in-
dicates that underground water is not avail-
able, or where it is available that it is not
suitable for stock. While the rainfall may
he adequate for n'hcatgrowiag, the precipi-
tation is. s-uch that except in unusual circuin-
stances it is neither heavy nor long enoug-h
to fill the catebtments and tanks. Nor is
there piqaty of land suitable for making
into catchmient areas and holding-dams. The
natural water resources of that country for
stock are limited, and water is the one thing
we ean provide. TIn those areas we have
soil andl climate unsurpassed in any Other
part of Australiat or of the world, and the
production possibilities there are immense.
In a great deal of that country there is qoil
equal to that of Palestine, which produces
the finest oranges in the world, without any
rain at all.

lion. A. Hl. Fenton: They have had a
couple of assassinations there recently.

Mr. LESLIE: Perhaps they think the
blood might help as fertiliser f or the blood
oranges. What could be done in these dis-
tricts with adequate water is beyond imagi-
nation today. We have not yet tapped more
than the edge of the resources of that coun-
try, yet water is the easiest thing of all to
provide. We cannot make good soil or a
good climate where those factors do not
exist, but we can take water to where pre-
viously there was none, and in that regard
we are proud of our achievements.

l1on. J. T. Tonkin: The M1inister for
Water Supplies is not even listening to you.

Mr. LESLIE: He is listening. The com-
prehensive water scheme must go right up
into the stock raising areas. The scheme
proposed b.V the previous Government
stopped short of that.

M1r. Reynolds: Who stopped 1t0

Mr. LESLIE: The scheme stopped too
far south to be of real benefit to those areas.
I suggest to the Minister for Works-I hope
he jots it down-that hie should have his
engineers make a survey of the North-East-
ern stock areas before he commences the
construction of the major pipelines for the
comprehensive water scheme, wi1lh a view to
having the reticulation system extended to
those districts. If, because of engigerring
linlitations, that is found to be impossible,
the engineers should investigate the possi-
bility of expanding the ruck-catehment
system. That country abounds with ideal
rock -ca tchments. There are many that could
lie suitably dammed and harnessed one to
the other so that the whole area could he
retivulated and connected up with the Gold-
fields water sul)y to ensure sufficient water
for the stock. That is the only way in
which we can be sure that the changed co-
noon- applying in those areas will be sup-
ccssful. This year alone offers to the Minis-
ter an indication of the urgent necessity for
adequate water supplies being wade avail-
able.

Already farmers are being obliged to quit
stock owing to the fear that they will not
have a supply of water adequate to meet
their needs during the summer months. The
rainfall has been insufficient to replenish
supplies and provide what is known to he a
safe margin to carry them over the summer.
Some are Already carting water. Supplies
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are available from Government tanks, but if
carting is to continue the stock position wvill
become serious and, reconstruction or no, we
will find that another half-baked scheme will
impose hardship on those who are attempt-
ing to do everything possible for themselves.
I hope the day is not far distant when that
part of the State, -which in the past has pro-
duced so abundantly-one-sixth of the wheat
grown in this State for many years came
from those areas, and today the amount of
stock raised in them is enormous, one siding
alone being the largest pig-raising siding in
Western Australia-will be provided with'
adequate water.

Those areas have unlimited potentialities
and require only a limited amount of Gov-
ernment assistance in this regard. The men
there can provide water catebments and sink
wells and bores, but without sufficient re-
sources they cannot do it. The Government
should assist iii every way possible. If this
Government is really imbued wivth what His
Excellency said-that Ministers are deter-
mined to increase the production and pros-
perity of our primary industries-my pica
for these areas to be included in the com-
prehensive water scheme will be heeded. If
that is done I ani satisfied that we will have
the period of prosperity for which -we are
all1 hoping.

lon. J. T. Tonkin: After what you have
said it should be as -good as done.

Mr. LESLIE: Rome was not built in a
day. While I know that this Government
is going to accomplish results that -will make
members on the other side gnash their
teeth with envy-

Hon. A. R,? Q. Hawke: Crunch, crunch!

Mr. LESLIE: -1 do not expect it to
perform miracles. I am coafldcht that we
can leave the matter in its hand;, and I ai

sueI can make out a good case for the
Minister's consideration. Several of the
matters with which I proposed to deal this
evening can be dealt with under the various
headings on the Estimates, but I think the
time is now opportune'to mention certain
legislation that the Government has said it
intends to introduce.

r understand that the State Housing Act
is to be amended and provision made
for a woman to sit on the Housing Commis-
sion. I would draw the attention of the
Government to the fact that that Commis-
sion is the agent in this State of the War

Service Homes' Board. At the end of June
there were 3,000 applications from ex-Ser-
vicemen for war service homes. There were
7,000 applications for State Housing Com-
mission homes, so one-third of the total
applications were for war service homes.
Because of the importance and volume of
the business involved in administering the
affairs of the War Service Homes' Board I
believe it is only right that a representative
of the ex-Servicemen should be included on
the State Housing Commission. The State
Housing Act says that the Commission,
subject to any directions by the Mfin-
ister, shall be charged with the admaini-
stration of the Act, and that Commission
has to administer affairs related to war ser-
vice homes. When the Government finally
gives consideration to the Bill intended to
amend that Act I hope that, before bringing
the Bill down, it will consider the claims of
the ex-Servicemen in this direction.

lion. A. H. Panton: Put an ex-Service-
woman on.

Mr. LESLIE: No; I understand that there
is to be provisiop on the women's side. I can
convey this hit of good news to the Goy-
emninent. Its announcement regarding the
pro posal to make a substantial writing-off
of debts incurred under the Rural Relief
Fund Act has been received with general ap-
probation throughout the country districts.

Hon. A. H. Panton: Naturally!

Mr. LESLIE: There is sonic regret, how-
ever, that the -whole of the indebtedness is
not to be written off.- I am anxious to see
total relief extended in that direction and
unless some good and proper reasons can boe
given when the legislation dealing withi the
matter is before the House, I shall feel dis-
posed to 'move an amendment to provide for
the total writing off of those debts. I am
wvell aware of the limitation of my powers
as a private member, but such a move on my
part would serve to indicate to tlw Govern-
mient the desires of the people. In view of
the fact that the money has been given to
the Government for such a purpose-thbe
statement has been made to that effect and
I have not seen it contradicted-the people
mostly concerned feel that in the existing
circumstances they are being penalised.

Then again, some suggestion has been
made-I am not aware of the Origin of the
statement, but I know it has been made-
that there is to be an increase in railway
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fares and freights. Perhaps this is not the
plce to round a note of warning-

Hon. A. R. G. Hawke: Why not?

Mr. LESLIE:. -but I have grave mis-
givings oh the matter should any proposal
to increase railways fares and freights be

sbitdin this Chamber. I believe there
are other ways and means by which the rail-
ways, could be made -that is, if such a result
is possible of achievement-to pay their
way.

Hon. A. H. Panton: Would such a pro-
posni have to be introduced in this Parlia-
ment -!

Mr. LESLIE: I do not know.
Hon. 'A. H, Panlon: I do not think it

would.

Mr. LESLIE: At any rate, if it is intro-
duced here, there will be such at protest
voiced that will deafen the Minister and pre-
vent him from hearing anything else for
quite a long time. I can assure him that we
are firmly convinced that, unless the railway
finances are put in order and the system run
on a mnuch different basis from that obtdining
at present, there is no justification for any
suggestion of fares and freights being in-
creased. I see no justification whatever for
ainy such step being taken. There will have
to be very Solid reasonIs to make me change
my mind on this point.

Mr. Graham: Operating costs have nearly
doubled.

Mir. LESLIE: Even if they have, if the
interest bill were to be reduced we would
then be just about at the stage where fares
and freights eould be what they are today.
Over past -years we have Leen inuleted un-
justly in the freights and fares that have
been charged. They should have been re-
duced lonig ago instead of having been in-
creased. A perusal of the railway finances
convinces me of that.

".%r. Graham: You have your head in the
clouds!

Mr. LESLIE: I am pleased to note that
the Government intends to introduce an
amendment to the Child Welfare Act and to
deal with the Children's Court as well. I
hope that when the legislation is introduced
it will remove from the Children's Court one
of the greatest injustices that could ever
exist in any British self-governing country.

refer to the travesty of charging an infant
with being a neglected child.

Roa. A. H. Panton: Hear, hear!
Mr. LESLIE:- I am delighted to hear that

expression of approval. Only the other day
we saw in "The Daily News" a picture of a
six-months old infant that had been left on
a doorstep. That baby was charged with
being a neglected child! How could that
infant defend itself? Whatt a travesty of
British justice! I always understood that
under British law a per~on was deemed in-
nocent until proved to be guil-ty. How
could such a child defend its innocence?
Surely a better and more dignified way of
dealing with such matters could be adopted
Without this shocking scandal and injustice.,
If a child is found to be neglected, then let
the Child Welfare Department or the police
or the parents or sonmcone else who is respon-
sible, petition the court with a view to the
ba-by being made a ward of the State. Fancy
charging such a child with being neglected!
It is useless telling me that in such eases no
conviction is recorded and so the child is not
offeeteri in after life. Like bell it is not!
The stigma of having been charged in court
with beinge a neglected child adheres to that
individual through life. No child should be
charged with anything unless it. could be
definitely held that it committed the misde-
ineanour knowingly and that it was of an
age when it was responsible for its action.
During the present session I hope we aire to
hear something about the report of the
13oyal Commission on vermin.

Hon. J. T'. Tonkin: I wonder!

Mr. LESLIE: At any rate, I am hoping
that we shall. The report was excellent and
1 said as much to the ex-Minister for Agri-
culture. I am aware that it did not contain
sonic provisions I would like to see embodied
in it, and that it contained others with which
1 wa" not so much in favour. It did pro-
vide for one particular step that would have
aftforded some protection to the people out-
back who today stand as a-buffer hetween
the vermin-infested parts and those that, so
far, are free from vermin. I have in mind
the emu pest, grasshoppers and others as
well, For too long have the people outback
carried the burden themselves, and it is up
to the State to accord them some assistance
to cope with a menace that is well beyond
their means. I regret to have to say that at
present emus are threatening to do severe
damage to the crops in the areas I have in
rhiad. Today they are well inside the outer
fringe of the agricultural districts, and are
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there in large numbers. If any member
should feel inclined to spend a happy week-
end that would also be profitable to them, I
can inform them that some of the road
boards are so concerned about the vermi n
that they have acted for themselves. We are
known for our self-help attitude in our dis-
trict and of our own volition have increased
the bonus on emu beaks to Is. per head.

Mr. Reynolds: Why not get machine-gunls?9

Mr. LESLIE: I am not very enamoured
of the use of machine-guns. I think it
better for a number of the settlers to spread
out with their rifles and do as much damage
as they can by virtue of their numbers. By
such a move we might succeed in driving the
emus a little further outback and in destroy-
ing many as well. At any rate, the emu men-
ace must be tackled and one of the recom-
mendations of the Royal Commission wvas for
the erection of ring-Jock fences or fences of
some other suitable description, with traps
at intervals, between No. 1 and No. 2 rabbit-
proof fences. The object would be first to
exclude the birds and, secondly, to trap
them. I appreciate that at present-no-one
. Jes so more than I-it is extremely difficult
.o get the small modicum of fencing require-
:ints of any one individual in the State.
Gloodness knows, I am pleading enough to
get some for individual farmers. Because
of the difficulty, there is an excuse for the
Government's not taking immediate action.
It cannot draw blood from a stone, and if
the employees of the Broken Hill Co. will
work only 40 hours instead of a reasonable
number of hours in order to supply
materials-

.Several members interjected.

Mr. LESLIE: It all boils down to the
sie thing. It is goods we want, and every
minute thopt passes is an opportunity lost
and may he costin -g the State goodness
knows how much. Just because somebody
will not work half an hour longer a day, a
few thousand bushels of valuable foodstuffs
must disappear.

Mr. Reynolds: Why not 60 hours a wveek?

Mr. LESLIE: I would suggest 60 hours
if people could stand it in order to catch
up the leeway. Nobody worried how long
hie worked during the wvar. People exhibit-
ed a wonderful spirit during that period.
What we need today is a return of that war
spirit.

Hon. A. 11. Penton: Nobody worried
about'nilney during the war.

Mr. LESLIE: We want people to work
to get us out of this crisis.

Mr. Reynolds: We should never have got
into it.

Mr. LE8LIE: I do Dot kn;w how we
could haze kept out of it, but there would
have been less, dilliculty if there was a differ-
eat attitude to work than that which pre-
vijils at present. I hope that (luring the
session we shall hear something about the
report of (lie Roy' al Commis4sion on V'eruin.

I find it necessary to bring up a point be-
fore the Government introduces the Esti-
mates, and that is in connection with educa-
tion mid, if possible, the standardisation of
children's school books. Why in the world
is it necessary to allow every schoolmaster
to have his own ideas as to what particular
books might be used in his particular school
in any particular year?

Hlon. J. T. Tonkin: That is neither neces-
sary nor permitted.

Mr. LESLIE: Then let mne tell the ex-
Minister that any children have changed
their school during the year and the books
at oun- school: were useless because the
schoolimster said he was using somecthing-
else. That ,tate of affairs does exist. It i-s
of no use the ex-Minister saying it is not
I-erm itted heva use it happened. Why' it
should happen 1 (10 not know. I refer the
mnatter to thle Minister for Education ati
suggest that it should be pioliced.

lon. J. T. Tonkin: It should be easy.

Mr. LESLIE: It should not he net-essarv
to have a multiplicity of books. We should
he aible to go further and standardise all our
hooks so (liat they will be serviceable for
more than one-yearly periods. I do not like
mentioning personal matters.

Hon. .1. T. Tonkin: There are hooks in
the schools today that have been in use for
[ihe last 25 years.

Mr-. LESLIE: That might be so, hooks of
a cheaper kind or those used in the High
Schools.

Hlon. J. T. Tonkin: Standard Renders, for
exVinple.

Mr. LESLIE: At one school the Oxford
Reader is used; at another school Whit-
(onihes, and at another school yet another
Reader. I have such a stock of school
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books at home that I could almost start a
private school with them. I have four
children attending school, and just wvhen I
think 1 shall be able to save a little money
on those passing into a higher standard, I
find that hall the books previously used are
rejected because the teacher has made a
change. JThis is imposing a most unjust
burden upon the people. If the Government
is going to countennce that sort of thing,
it should do something to compensate
parents and that is to provide the school
books. The Minister migbt take that point
into consideration. In addition, he might
consider staudardising the books. If that is
not a practical proposition, he should do
something in the direction of making a.n
allowan e to parents to conipensate them for
the additional cost. Free education! There
is no free education. The only free part
about it is; thant parents do not pay directly
for the building or the salaries of the teach-
erz.. The rest is nil a cost to the parents,
and a fairly heavyw one, too.

lon. A. R1. G. Hawke. You have Ministers
lookingr very worried.

Mr. LESLIE: It will take more than that
to worry them.

Mr. May: They should do something
about it.

Mr. LESLIE: I am glad to receive support
from that side of the House. To the M.%inis-
ter for Health, I wish to mention a sore
point. The 'Minister has a very capable
representative in this House, and I hope he
will place what I have to say before the
'Miister in a stronger way than would be
conveyed by merely reading a report of my
remarks. I have not had time to submit
this matter to the department, but this is
the place to mention it, because it might
apply to hospitals in areas other than my
own. I understand that the Medical De-
partment has cot down the subsidies that
were being paid to Government hospitals in
country distiets.

Hon. E. Nulsen: They are still going on.

Mr. LESLIE: That js not in accordance
with my information.

. Mr. Reynolds: When does that apply
from?

Mr. LESLIE: It appears to be almost a
continuation of the action of the ex-Minis-
ter for Health of endeavouring to deceive
as many people as possible into paying

for hospital accommodation when every
person in the State Ls entitled under the

'oinmon weailth Hospital Benefits Scheme
to free treatment in a public hospital.

Hon. E. Nulsen: That is wrong.
lHon. A. U. Panton: Absolutely wrong.

Mr. LESLIE: Every person is entitled to
free treatment in a public hospital.

Hon. A. TI. Panton: Where are the pub-
lic hospitals?

.Mr. Reynolds: To the extent of 6s. per
day.

Mr. LE SLIE: I suggest that members of
the Opposition look at the agreement. No
matter what members might say about the
Os. per day, when any person enters a public
hospital, he is entitled to demiand a bed.

Hon A. II. -Panton: Where is there a
public hospital in any part of the country,
apart from the Royal Perth Hospital'!

Mr. LESLIE: I could name (juite a few.
The tern "public hospital" is interpreted as
a hospital which has received Government
assistance.

LHon. A. IT. Panton: No.

Mr. LESLIE: The hon. member should
look at the Act.

Hon. A. H. Panton: I was Minister for
Health for a good wbile and attended two
or three conferences on the subject.

Mr. LESLIE: I argued this point with
the former 'Minister for Health. We have
Commonwealth M.%inisters saying what jolly
fine fellows they are for having made
free hospital treatment available and
then Ministers on the other side come
along and put people in such a posi-
tion that, if they cared to exercise
their rights under this free hospital
scheme, they could do so only by suffering
the greatest indignity. I could mention one
hospital that has refused to make any
charge at all-Wougan Hills. It claims to
be a public hospital and makes no charge
fur any patient. The same applies to man~y
other hospitals. Before the introduction of
the benefits scheme, it had one charge only;
everybody paid the same rate.

Hon. A. H. Panton: Any hospital is at
liberty to do that if it chooses..

Mr. LESLIE: When this free hospital
treatment scheme that is not free came in,
the hospitals were totd, "So much of your
hospital is a public hospital-that is, an odd
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bed or so-bat the rest of the beds may be
regarded as intermediate and pirivate and
you may fix a higher scale for them." For
instance, in the Wyalkatchem hospital there
were two beds, prior to the introduct ion of
the schemne, for which 15s. per day was
charged; for the other beds in the hospital
the charge wvas 10s. 6d!. per day. Now we
find that half or more of the beds are pri-
vate or intermediate beds and there is only
an odd public bed.

lion. A. H. Panton: iHave you a com-
mittece at Wyalkatchem?

Mr. LESLIE: Yes. I was on it for years.
I know of another hospital with four beds
in one ward. I walked in with a prospec-
tive patient and was told that a bed was
available in a men's ward with three other
patients. The matron asked, "Who is the
gentleman, Mr. Leslie"' I told her. She
said, "I suppose he would not want a public
bed." I replied, "My h- oath, he is going-
into a public bed.")

Hon. A. H. Panton: You said that to the
matron!

Mr. LESLIE: Yes. She said, "I do not
know what I shall do," and I said, "He
will have to go in there." I went into the
wvard and found there were two men
patients who were paying the intermiediatt-
rate. The other was occupying a public
bed, and the man I took to the hospital was
going into a public bed.

Mr. Reynolds: Whose fault was that?

Mr. LESLIE: Thle MeNldical Depart mentCs.

M1r. Reynolds: What about your comn-
mittee?

Mir. LESLIE: The comnittee is in this
position: It relied upon01 the Government-
and this applies to all country hospitals-
to ,LssLsL with finance to make up the hos-
pita l's deficit and the Govermuent says,
because of the control it had over the purse-
strings, "Right, you dane to our tune."

lion. J. T. Tonkin : Is. the Government
saying that now?

Mr. LESLIE: I do not know.

lion. J1. T. Tonkin: I thought you dlid.

Mr. LESLIE: I have just received in-
formation that the subsidies have been jpe
duced. If the present Government is
continuing the policy of the past Govern-
mient, then I say it is wrong, but I ean
hardly conceive of that being the case.

Hlon. E. Nulsen; I think you have been
deluded.

Mr. LESLIE: It would not be the first
time.

Mr. Reynolds: That is news to me.

Mr. LESLIE: I do not think I would be
considered to have said anything at all un-
less I spoke on the subject of war service
land settlement.

lioni. A. H1. Panton: That will come up in
legislation.

Mr. LESUiE: I hope it will.
Hon. A. H1. I'unton: So do I.

Mr. LESLIE: I am, of course, fully
aware of the extent to which the scheme has
progressed up to the present. The an-
nouncement of the intention of the State
Government to take some part off its own
bat in assisting to overcome this exceedingly
great dilliulty-the question of soldier
settlement-has been welcomed] far and
wide. We were awaiting an announcement
by the State Government as to what exnetly
would lie done in the matter. I linow, aq
do others who have looked deeply into the
position, that it is not going to he easy.

H~on. A. 11. Panton: You have suddenly
made up your mind on that point.

Mr. LESLIE. I did not suddenly make uip
niy mind. I was glad someone had the
courage to tackle the question, instead of
bowing ineekly to the continuied short-
sighted, narrow and unsympathetic dictates
of the Commonwealth Covernment.

Mr. Hoar: The present 'Minister agrees.
with thle scemlie. Ile said so the other
night.

XMr. LESLIE: (Of course he does. I am
quite santisfied with it, toot Not he does not
areve with everything the Conmmonwealth
dictates. There is nothing wrong with the
seheme if iSt is allowed to work. The State
will work it. The nmnbee for teederville
would have allowed it to work if the Gov-
erment by the Party of which he was at
mlemlber wits satisfied with it. He knows the
Ilimitations.

lon. A. H. Panlon : Prior to the election,
I was blamed for the lot.

Mr~. LESLIE: I will state what the hion.
nihee was to blame for. He was to

blamec for not being honest enough to tell
us where the snag was.

lion. A. 11. Paton: I told you.
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Mr. LESLIE: Early during the session,
we had what I might best describe as a pro-
cession of sore heads paraded before this
Chamber by members on -the Opposition
side.

Hon. A. H. Penton: Not by me.

Mr. LESLIE: Those members were be.
moaning the fate that ovce-took them at tile
election.

Hon. A. H. Panton: I liad no sore head.

Mr. LESLIE: That remains to be seen.
We will jump that hurdle when wye get to
it. All kinds of accusations were levelled
at members on this side of the House about
election propaganda. My name was coupled
with it. I had no intention of dealing with
this matter had it not been that the member
for Northamn decided to saddle me with re-
sponsibility in relation to somne things which
had been said.

Hon. A. R. G. Hawke: You saddled you-
self with responsibility by authorising the
worst of the advertisements.'

Mr. LESLIE: No, Sir, but I accept the
responsibility for what I myself said. Had
the previous Government, prior to the
election, been honest with the people, there
would have been little ground upon which
to base the accusation that all the post-war
difficulties were its responsibility. The man
in the street and members of This Chamber
can see scant evidence of any action having
been taken to overcome what we knew were
difficulties.

Hon. J. T. Tonkin: Do you think your
pr-opaganda was honest to the people?

Mr. LESLIE: Of course it was.
Hon. J. T. Tonkin: Do you think tht

education in this State is lower than in
most countries in the world, because that
is what was said?

Mr. LESLIE: I did not say it, nor did
I put my name to it, because I did not
know the educational standards of other
countis. What I did say was that there
were no houses, but the member for-
Northam, told.the Chamber that that was a
lie and still is a lie. Members on the other
side of the House deny the fact. I heard
the member for Kalgoorlie spea 'k in this
House about the discontent on the Goldfields
with the Housing Commission. -The mnem-
ber for South Fremantle also spoke of the
housing difficulty at Fremantle. Does that
indicate that the housing problem is finished

and over? There were no houses then and
there are none now.

Hon. A. H. Panton: The same difficulty
is the cause of it.

Mr. LESLIE: I am not so much concern-
ed about that. I was responsible for say-
ing that there were no house% and no
transport. There was no transport and
there still is no transport. I said there
were 110 hospitals and there are still no
hospitals. I also said there was no edu-
cation. There is still no education. What
I said then I still sat today.

Hion. A. H. Penton: And you will say it
again in 12 months.

Mr. LESLIE: We saw scant evidence of
any action on the phrt of the previous Gov-
ernment to attempt to loveitome these
troubles. I will quote some propaganda
that I have here in support of what I say
in this connection. This document which
I hold has, I presume, been issued by the
Western Australian Labour Party. At
least, it .contains photographs of Hon. P.
Collier, Hon. F. J. S. Wise and Hon. J. C.
Willeock, ex-Presuiers of the State. They
nare very fine photog-raphs. I have not seen
.such fine photographs for a long time.

Mr. May: There is some good stuff in that
document.

Mr. LESLIE: There is.
Mr. May: No cobwvebs!

Mr. LESLIE: I am afraid there is no
space to hang cobwebs on. This document
says-

During the war years Labour Governments,
led by Mr. Willeock, concentrated the resources
of the State almost entirely to the support of
Australia's war effort-

Hon. A. H. Panton: At the request of
the Prime Minister.

Mr. LESLIE: The document continues-
-a p'olicy which at that time had tile support
of on overwhelming majority of the people.
Such concentration of effort for six years not-
ut-ally led to the creation of arrears of work
and shortages of labour in many fields, includ-
ing those of housing, school and hospital build-
ings, and so on.

I make this quotation merely to refute the
statement by the member for Northam that
what was contained in the document which
he quoted was lies. His own paper, his
Bible, or whatever it may be called, says it
is true. Yet he turns round and says to
the House that I lied.
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lion. A. R. Gl. Hawke: I said nothing
of the kind.

Member: He gave the reasons.

Mr. LESLIE: Ile gave the reasons, but
he should have given them previously. I
stated that a certain set of circumstances
existed at that time. There is no denying
the fact that they existed.

lion. A. R. (I. Hlawke: Your logic is
deplorable.

Mr. LESLIE: Moreover, I mentioned
that a lot of the trouble had arisen because
of the fact that prior to the war years
the Labour Government had not taken the
necessary action to overcome some of those
difficulties. For 14 years that Goverinment
had been in power, yet.at the stone end of
that time it dragged out the war period as
being the cause of its difficulties, and of
the evident neglect in public administration
that existed.

Mr. Reynolds: Did we not have a depres-
sion before the war?

Mr. LESLIE: Yes. We had an election
in 1933 when the member for Northerm stood
for the first time digainst Sir James Mitchell.
IDuring the election campaign he told the
people what wvas wrong with the state of
affairs in this country. I will tell members
what he said at Northam in his election
address in 1933. 1 stated recently that our
railway transport had been muddled. That
was what I said in March, 1947. This is
what the member for Northami said in
1933-

The recent Lalbour conference had declared
in favour of an writing down of the capital costs
oif the railwa s, a pi oposal which hie heartily
endorsed. It mitght he contended that such a
policy would werely transfer charges from the
Railway Department to the gineral revenue of
the Rtate, but it would mean more than that.
Today Et of ever 'y £.3 earned by the railways
had to hie paid away in interest. Everybody
knew that in the past politicians bad bult! rail-
way lines that should never have been built.
As a result the Railway Department hadl to
ecrntinually operate such lines at heavy loss.

udasystem was grossly unfair to the rail-
w'fy management, the railway workers and the
railway users, and popularity and profit hunt-
ing politicians should not be allowed to dodge
their responsibilities in that easy manner.

In comparatively recent times New Zealand
ha d written offi E10,000,0010, Queensland
£28,000,000, and New Routh Wales, £30,000,000.
Victoria was now examining tbe question and
South Australia would soon be forced to face
it. A writing down of railway capital in this
State would considerably reduce the £1,000,000

interest bill which the railway users now had
to pay each year. This in turn would eniable
freight reductions to be nude, would give a.
measure of real relief to the country people
wholi paid practically all freights. The inta-rest
charges on the capital Written off would their
lbecome a charge on the whole community, an I
as the building of railways advantaged th@
whole community it should be called upon tao
pay something for the benefits received.

It was an open secret that the rollingitoc-k
and perma nent way of the railwvays haed not.
hae receiving the attention necessary. AX
policy of neglecting this important phase of
the railway system was false economy of the
worst kind.

That is What the member for Northam said
in 1933. For 14 years afterwards, he was
on the Government side of the House and
WAS a member of the Cabinet. I asked him
in March, 1947, what he had done to fulfil
the promise he made in 1933. Not a damn
thing! So my charge of no railways and
no transp~ort is confirmed.

The Minister for Lands: Hear, hear!

Mr. LESLIE: As a matter of fact, I said
this in 1945 and 1046. 1 quoted a lot of
figures to prove my contention concerning
the writing down of the railways.

lion. A. H. Peanton: It is wonderful how
great miinds think alike!

31r. LESLIE: I am glad to know there
is another great mind like mine! I pay
tribute to the member for Northrn fot
having discussed this matter; but I must
sy I cannot pay tribute to him for having
done nothing about it, seeing that lie was a
member of the Government; and then for
turni ng round and saying, when we declared
that the Government haid continued tu
neglect these things, that we were lying. Thfe
effect of the wvar years is a worn-out ex-
cuse so far- as the previous Government i,
conce;red. The present Government could
justiliably advance the war years as an ex-
cuse for failure-

lion. A. H. Panton: That is a beaut!

Mr. LESLIE: -because the present
Government was not in offlcd prior to the
war years in order to build lip the country.
It did not take a mere few years of wvar for
the present state of affairs in Western AUK-
tralia to develop. I have shown that the
member for Northan was, to put it politely
working on wrong premises when lie re-
ferred to the propaganda which appearecr
under my name as being lies-the propa
ganda that mentioned no houses and In
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transport. All the "noes" that were then
mentioned still exist. They existed then, so
he cannot deny that he attered an untruth.

lion. A. R. G. Hawke : T (10 deny it.

Mr. LESLIE: It has been suggested that
we indulged in false propaganda. I have
shown that there wvas no false propaganda.
But in view of the propaganda that was
made out of a set of circumstances that
existed in past years; in view of the use
that was made by members opposite, even
in recent times, of conditions that prevailed
years ago, we would] have been justified in
going to the extreme extent of uThing doubt-
ful propaganda if we had cared to descend
to that level. I am alluding to the conistant
references that have been made to the
Mitchell Government and the depression,
references made in such a way a s to iniply*
that that Government was entirely and,
wholly responsible for the circumstances
that arose during the depression.

Ron. J1. B. Sleeman: Work for all! Do
you remember that?

iMr. LESLIE: Work for all?

Hion. .. f Ton-inW: That was promised].

Mr. LESLIE: A promise which nemnbers
opposite never allowed the Government to
fulfil!I

Hon. A. 11. Panton: We had nothing
to dIO with it.

Mr. LESLIE: Of course not! But mem-
bers opposite happened to be part and
parcel of a political Organisation which had
a majority Government in Australia at that
time. The Commonwealth Government then
was a Labour Government under a certain
Mr. Scullin.,

Mr. Needham: With an antagonistic Sen-
ite led by Sir George Pearce.

Mr. LESLIE: When I get a chanice, 'Mr.
Speaker-

Mr. SPEAKER: Order! The lion. mem-
her should address the Chair.

Mr. LESLIE: It was not the Common-
wealth Senate that invited Sir- Otto
Niemeyer to comne here and put the screw on
the country.

Hon. A. H. Panton: You admit he came'
to put the screw on!

-Mr. LESLIE: It was Prime Minister
Scullin, a member of the Australian Labour
Party and head of the Labour Government.

Constantly we have a reiteration of these
char*es against the Mitchell-Latham Gov-
erment and thi! circumnstances existing at
that time, as if that Government was re-
sponsible. I wonder whether the Labour
p~eople in the other States-those four
States wvhere Labour Governments were in
exsistenee when the Premiers' Plan was
brought into effect-I wonder whether the
present-day Labour members in those
Chambers sling off about the depression
Years and accuse memibers of the Labour
Governments of that time of being respon-
sible for the depression! It would be fair
to expect that, seeing that the muatter is
constantly brought up here. I say defin-
itely that if ever there was false and unjust
propaganda indulged in at election time
with a' wilful desire to deceive people it
has been this repeated reiteration of the
circumstances of the depression wvith blame
laid at the door of the Mfitchell-Lathinm
Government. Here we have it again in this
pamphlet-

Unfortunately, the State suffered a period of
retrogression under the National Party-
Country Party Coalition Government in the
years 1930, 1931 and 1932.

Members opposite could find no other way
of condemning their opposing political Or-
ganisation than to drag out false arguments
and blame a Government existing years ago
for something over which that Government
had no control whatsoever!

Hon. J. 1'. Tonkin: We blamed them
for promising work for all.

Mr. LESLIE: That Government would
have made some solid attempt to give work
for all had its policy not been dictated by
the Australian Labour Party sitting in Can-
berra. We have the same thing today. Be-
cause of the existence of the uniform tax
agreement and other things, the Common-
wealth Government is dictating our policy.
The ex-Premier made apologies for that state
of affairs, and no doubt this Government
will do the same.

Hon. A. H. Panton: The people of Aus-
tralia gave the Commonwealth Government
that authority.

Mr. LESLIE: That is so. They did many
things that they regretted afterwards. They
regretted electing the Labour Government
and turfed it out this year. I hope that
we have heard the end of the Mitchell-Lathamn
Government bogey.
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lion. J. B. Sleeman: Thle member for Hon. A. H. Penton: I bet "The Daily
Nedlands has walked out because of what
you did.

2M'r. LESLIE: I cannot help the ideas
that some people have. We are accused
of using false propaganda. I have given
the lie to that. But there is an excuse for
any party, other than the Labour Party, to
Use fae propaganda because of the ex-
ample it has set. In this same publication
wve find this beading, "Vote Labour for State-
wide progress." That appeared on March
the 15th.

Hon. A. H. Panton: A man ought to
take you back to 1917 when Billy Hughes
sold a pup to the soldiers. I

Mr. LESLIE: This paper states-
Increase in basic wage. The table below

shows the respective basic wages applying in
1933 (under National-Country Party Govern-.
ment) and in 1943 (folliwing the Labour Pre-
mier's order of 1942) and in 1945.

Nothing is said of the fact that apart from
an amount of 5is. the Arbitration Court
has decided the basic wage and not the Gov-
erninent. It would have been somewvhere
near honesty had this said, !-Under the
Labour Government the Arbitration Court
has increased the basic wage." But,' no!
This was carefully prepared and worded so
as to imply that it was the magnanimous
Labour Government which gave all these in-
crease%, and improved the industrial con-
ditions.

Mr. Needham: The Court refused to in-
crease the wage.

Mr. LESLIE: That was one small amount
of 5s. The increase has gone considerably
beyond that since. Ta any ease, the action
of the Government in that connection is very
questionable; namely, the right of any Gov-
erment to interfere with courts of justice.
At the bottom of this we find-

All above amendments secured by Labour
legislation.

This is so prepared as to deceive the
people. One member early in. the de-
bate, said this was a case of the pot
calling the kettle black. I think it is a ques-
tion of a pot seeing its reflection in a shin-
ing mirror of purity!.

Hon. A. H. Panton: Is that Emerson or
Longfellow?

Mr. LESLIE: It is my own; on the spur
of the moment.

News" will have that featured.

Mr. SPEAXKER: Order! The member for
Mt. Marshall will address the Chair.

Mr. LESLIE: In connection with this
legislation, I refer to the remarks of the
meniber for Kalgoorlie the other night when
he said that the Labour Government was in
office for 14 years, but not in power because
of the existence of the Legislative Council.
No doubt it is because of that fact that no
reference is made to wvhat the Legislative
Council has done in assisting to improve the
standards mentioned here. The President of
the Arbitration Court, Mr. W. Dwyer, de-
claring the annual basic wage for 1942,
said:

The State's average weekly wrage per adult
Ingle worker is the highest in the Conmnonwealth
1)0tb in aniount and in purchasing power.
Lower down we find:

All above amendments secured by Labour
legislation.
But that was not without the concurrence
of the Legislative Council. All the benefits
of the industrial and other workers have
been secured with the concurrence of the
Legislative Council, but we hear nothing but
abuse of that place f row the other side of
this Chamuber. The member for Kalgoorlie
said that the Government had been in office
for 14 years, hut n ot in power. I want to
remnind him that legislation is only one func-
tion of the Government; it is administration
where power lies, and the Legislative Coun-
cil was not able, in this period of 14 years,
to intbrfere in one small bit in any powvr
that the Labour Government cared to exer-
rise when administering the affairs of State.
It is useless for our friends on the other side
of the Chiambler to attempt to deceive the
people by suggesting that things couldl have
lbeen better if it had not been for the Legis-
lative Council.

Mr. Styants: What happened to the Fair
Rents Bill?

Mr. LESLIE: The Legislative Council (lid
not stop the Government from administering
the affairs of the State as efficiently as they
should have been, prior to the wvar.

Hon. J. TV. Tonkin: It stopped us front
building homes for rental purposes. It would
not pass the Bill.

Mr-. LESLIE: There might have been a
reason for it. I do not know that I would
be particularly happy about even the Core-
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mionwealth-State Housing Ag reement, except
for the fact that a condition attaches it it
whereby each tenant canI in the words of
Mr. Dedman, becomne a little capitalist by
purchasing his own home. I have no objec-
tion to that. ]every man should have a home
of his own. Every home should be undjer at
purchase scheme.

Mr. May:"Of course it should.

Mr. LESLIE: The bon, member will be
taken to task at Trades Hall, because some-
one else who said the same thing wvas.

Hon. A. R. G. Hawke: It is a pity' the
member for Mft. Marshall has not at home
to go to.

Mr. LESLIE : I am not concerned about
that. I have something else here. Members
on the other side will be interested in these
two papers which are copies of the "Worker"
of the.21st March and the 25th April.

Hon. A. H. Panton: We never read them.

Mr. LESLIE: I suggest you read these.
It is a pity they were not read before we
had the procession of sore beads from the
other side.

lion. A. 1I. Panton: You starter] off with
a sore point.

Mr. LESLIE: The campaign director, 'Mr.
Davies, explains the reason for the defept
of the Government. I apologise to Mr.
flavies. What I have in mind is the leading
article appearing in the issue of the 21st
March, and that has been contributed by
the editor. This article states-

Labour on Saturday suffered a reverse which
"as not expected qund which was not deserved.
It later continues as follows:-

If, therefore, Saturday's vote represents a
vote of no-eonfidence, the loss of confidence
must have been in the electors aigl in respect
of the decisions ]]ade by thenm at the election
of 1933 and at subsequent elections.

That is peculiar reasoning, but I have to
accept it. In other words, the writer says
that the electors of Western Australia suid-
denly lost confidence in themselves and in
their decisions at the 1933 and subsequent
elections until 1947.

Hon, A. H. Panton: That is possible.

Mr. LESLIE: They are entitled to lose
confidence in themselves. When people find,
after 14 years, that they' have made a bad
choice the only thing to do is to place their
confidence somewhere else.

Mr. Styants: They did not do it v'ery de-
cisively. You have not now a majority in
the House.

Mr. LESLIE: We have enough. We are
confident that we are going to do a good job
acid that, therefore, the other side will have
'cry little to say about it. Refering to the
election-

Hon. A. 11. Panton: Why (10 you not real]
"The W~est Autala" It is more in-.
feresting.

Mr. LESLIE: Mr. Davies says:-
I cannot, however, permnit the opportunity to

pas without remarking that in my considered
opinion thousands of wvorkers, ninny of whom
must have been Government emiployes, voted
against Labour Party candidates. This is ap-
parent not only in those seats in the inetro-
politan area which were lost, such as Aft. Rlaw-
thorn, Mliddle-Swnnt and Canning, but the trend
"as noticable even in what might be termed,
"Industrial seats,'' like East Perth, Guild-

ford-Midland, and others where our majorities
wvere reduced.

Mr. G raham: I got more votes on this lust
occasion than at the previous election.

Mr. LESLIE : The statement continues:
Many people must have short memories of

the ha;rdships endured in tile years 1931-33.
Even after the election the Labour Party

still indulged in false propaganda:-
But of course it must be admitted that in

the intervening period many thousands of young!
voters who did not experience the results of
coalition Government in this State during the
years previously mentioned have been enrolled.

In other words, it endeavours to draw a
comparison between the state of affairs
existing in 1933 and that existing i 1947.
Conditions in 1933 wvere brought about by
circumstances over which tbic then Govern-
menit had no control.

Hon. A. H. Pantqn: Look out that this
Government does not meet the same fate.

Mr. LES LIE: Per 14 years that set of
circumstances has been used for Labour
])ropag-anda. Now, wvhen circumstances arise
similar to those over which the Labour
Party said it had no control, it objects to
similar action being taken. Mr. Davies, in
analysing the election result, tells us clearly
why the election was lost by Labour.

Hon. J. T. Tonkin: You must have been
impressed.

Mr. LESLIE: I was. He says:-
To ii the next Federal election may require

:in alteration of Ministerial policy.
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lit other wvords, he says that Labour might
have won the State election had there been
an alteration in its Ministerial policy. He
has his pulse on opinion-

lion. A. R. G. Hawke: On what do y6u
'ay he has his pulse?

Mr. LESLIE: He ho his finger on Ihe
pl)Use of vtinion 011(] says:-

It will require from the trade union move-
tuent a close analysis of its ideas towards arbi-
tration generally. While I do not think for one
moment that a strike in certain given vircuin-
stances is not justified, but we cannot fool tbe
people continually by paIying lip service to
Arbitration and using it on some occasions and
on many other occasions taking direct action.
This has been done more often in the Eastcrn
States than here, but in my opinion it is tlie
greatest factor contributing to our defeat.

lon. A. H. Panton: You, used it con-
,,iderably on your side.

Mr. LESLIE: lHe says that in his
opinion it is fact.

The Chief Secretary: The Labour Party
only theut1ht of the other reason afterwards.

Mr. SPEAKER: Order!

M r. LESLIE: Mr. Dsvies says:-
Ultimately if it continues it will bring about

the defeat of all Labour Go0vernments, because
it must ever be remembered that no matter
wihat might be the viewpoint of males in this
matter, their wives And female members of
their families might have completely conflicting
opinions and fem~ales, like males, vote at elec-

jolts.

That is the official report of the Labour
Party election orgatniser to the Labour
Movement. He sums up the reasons for the
defeat of the Labour Government. In an-
other paper be condemns the people who
dared to exercise their liberty in voting
ngainst Labour.

Mr. Hegney: You had to tack yourself
(in to the Liberals to form a Grovernment
Ianst us.

Mr. LESLIE: I am not concerned about
that, but about the charges levelled against
the Government relating to certain prac-
tives, and about the fact that my name was
brought into it. They are without found-
ation. One member sitting behind the Min-
isterial bench said, in his maiden speech,
that, should he be obliged to criticise, he
hoped his criticism would be constructive.
That is what I am attempting now. Mem-
bers on the other side of the House should

not Continlic to drag up the bogey of false
election propaganda and attempt to deceive
themselves intoi thinking that that alone
was responsible for their defeat-merely
the progaganda without the circumstances
that contributed to that defeat. I would
hate to see a weak Opposition in this House.

lion. A. It. Panton: We saw that for 14
years, butL I would guarantee that it will
not be seen during this session.

'.%r. LESLIE: This, paper says:-
Labour has fought for the right of free ex-

pression of opinion, And Ias no regret for hav-
ing done so when tlit expression favours its
political opponents.

Air. Hoar: That is the first time that
"Thp Worker" has been published through
"Hansard "

Mr. LESLIE: It has been published
before, hut I do not think that anything
to its credit has been going into "Hansard".

lion. A. H. Panton: You are the means
of its being p)uhlished.

Mr. LESLIE: If there is anything dis-
creditable it should be brought into the light
of day. I do not know how far the state-
ments; in this paper have official backing,
but if this means that one of our political
movements, though it may express high
sentiments towvards liberty, is not prepared
to allow liberty of action to individuals-

Hon.' A., H. Panton: It is the only move-
ment that has stood for liberty over the
years. You would not have had mutch liberty
hod it not been for the Labour movement.

Mr. LESLIE: Because I am a worker,
through circumnstances obliged to belong to
an industrial organisation in order to earn
my living, I do not think I should automa-
tically become on adhircnt of a certain
political organisation, but that is what "The
Worker" wants. Is that liberty? I looked
in vain for sonmeone in the Labour move-
ment with sufficient courage to say that he
did not agree with th e slur cast on young
men. I know the young- men to whom
allusion is made. They ore young aen who
during past years have entered the labour
market after returning, from the fight for
liberty, and] who were compelled to have
union tickots and thereby sell their liberty.
I looked in vain for someone to say that
that was not one of the policies of the
Labour movement. I regret indeed to see
that sort of thing creep in. I do hope
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that our political organhi'ations will never
attempt at any time to follow such an ex-
aimpie.

I can assure the House that the political
body with which I am associated will, by
every means. in its power, attempt to edu-
('ate even those rats of Labour people to
a realisation that they have the privilege
of ratting if they so wish. There is also
another point about Labour that I have
never quite been able to understand, and
that is: Because a man is a worker in
(}overniiienDt employment he, so they claim,
must automatically vote for Labour. That
is the type of, propaganda that has been
indulged in for so long that suc-h people
have come to believe that they -must vote
Labour. They have been bluffed.

Mr. Hegney: They will not want any
bluffing now for a year or two.

Mr. LESLIE: NYo, not so long as this
propaganda continues. I am satisfied that
the bluff of the Labour organisations; and
of the Labour Party is about to he called
and that there will be an end to that -sort
of thing, particularly seeing that they have
now shown their hands clearly for all the
world to see, that their niationalisation and
socialisation policy is also that of the Comn-
iiunist Party.

Hon. J. T1. Tonkin: Is not nationalisation
popular with the farmers?

M1r. LESLIE: I know of two political
orgaiisatioiis that have as a fundamental
plank ofl their respective policies, the

socilisat inn of industry, production, dis-
tribution and exchange. I do not know
whether it is cnoinckkaetal that those two
or1gan isat ions have this fumfdamental plank
in common.

lion. A. H. Panton: The Country Party
has it today without the necessity for in-
eluding it as a plank in its platform. That
is the difference.

Mr. LESLIE: Since the announcement
regarding the proposal to nationalise the
banks, I am quite satisfied that of the
organisations-one is the Labour Party and
the other the Communist Party-the Com-
munists are merely appendages to the Lab-
our Party and have proved useful append-
ages.

Hon. A. H. Panton: They have been very
good appendages for you.

lion. A. A. M1. Goverley: You would not
like to get rid of them. I

'Mr. LESLIE: There is no similarity be-
tween the policy that we propound and
that of the Communists.

lion. A. it G. Hawke: But plenty of
similarity in the inethod., you use.

Mr. LESLIE: The nationalisation of
banking indicates; the sLflming Up Of the
policies of the two Parties. However, I
find that the Communists are honest in that
they blatantly say that they aimi to obtain
that objective even to the extent of engag-
ing in disruption. Our Labour friends are
not so honest although their objective is
the same, hut they pursue it in at Mm
subtle manner.

Hon. A. B-. G. Hawke: We are much more
honest than you are.

Mr. LESLIE: I still believe in the lib-
erty of the individual. I and some of may
friends sitting on the Opposition side of
the House fought sgainst Communism anld
Fascism, and I shall continue to fight
against both, particularly when any attempt
is made to introduce the methods of the
Communists who use the Labour Party for
their own purposes.

Hon. A. H. Panton: We represent the
only party that has fought the Communists,
and you kniow it.

Mr. LESTLE: I have seen scant evidencen
of that. The Labour Party has fought for
socialisation and nationalisation just as the
Communists; seek it to secure the complete
control of industry1 distribution, wealth
and production. If that is not so, why do
Our friends opposite allow the CommunisLts
to continue as appendages to the Labour
Party?

Hon. A. R, G1. Hawke: You wont the
financial system controlled by private in-
terests.

Mr. JLESLIE: I -want it controlled by the
people who own the country, those who have
a stake in it.'

Hon. A. H. Panton: Have the banks?1

Mr, LESLIE: No.

Hon. A. 11. G. Hawke: Who is in con-
trol?

Mr. LESLIE: Who are the banks?

Mr. SPEAKER: Order! The hon. mem-
ber should address the Chair.
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Mr. LESLIE: Members opposite, whent
they see a building with the ivord "bank"
on it, assume that that is the bank. They
see nothing behind it. They do not see
the enormous number of people who are in-
vestors.

lion. A. H. Panton: Give us some figures,

Mr. LESLIE: They do not see who are
the real owners of the bank.

lon. J. T. Ton kin: This is just propa-
ganda, and you should be careful,

Mr. LESLIE: They do not appreciate
the people who actually own the banks.

lion. A. R. G. Hawke. Tell uts who own
the banks.

Mr. LESLIE: Can the hon). member himl-
sel,-f tell me?

lion. A. A. M. Coverley: We are asking
you the question.

Mr. Hegney4; Yes, you tell us.

Mr. LESLIE: If the honi. member will
provide the necessary 5s., we can go to the
Supreme Court and get a complete list of'
the shareholders of the various companies.
By that means we could find out who owns
the banks. I assure the member for Pit-
barn that if he were to find out who are
the individuals that own the financial insti-
tutions, his ideas would he appreciably al-
tered. He would have a rude awakening,
and he would discover that his ideas about
hunks were merely so much peculiar, non-
existent bogeys. What he fears is really
not there.

Mr. Hegney: You believe in those people
owning the banks.

Mr. LESLIE: Of course. When I was
at very little boy-

Hon. A. H. Panton: You have not grown
uip much.

Mr. LESLIE: -I was vcry interested in
at picture that hung on the wall of the
school I attended. It depicted his satanic
majesty in all his glory. I assure the House
that I was very frilghtened of it. Any time
I was inclined to kick over the traces, I -was
told that the devil would get mae.

Hon. A. fl.*Panton: He got you all right!

Mr. LESLIE:- When I was told that,' I
hind the picture on the wall in my mind. I
do not know whether the devil really exists
or whether the picture was anything like
him in appearance.

lon. A. H, Panton: YOUL Will See him
some day; you are going the right way!

M1r. LESLIE: Members opposite have for
so long entertained their banking bogey that
when mention is made of banking they im-
mediately conjure up the picture of the
devil-of something entirely non-existent.

Ilon. A. H. Panton: I wo~ld like to hear
the memiber for Claremont reply to your
Satemients.

Mr, LESLIE: Thank goodness, the menm-
her for Claremont cannot do so! Because
of the peculiar bogey and the remarkable
ideas members opposite hold regarding
banking, they, through their political asso-
ciations, seek to deprive me and thousands
like mie of our liberty to say what we are
going to do -with what we have rightly re-
cived as the reward for our labour.

Hon. A. H. Panton: I put mine in the
Rural and Industries Bank.

Mr'. Fox: You never had any liberty.

Mr.' LESLIE:- The only times I have con-
fessed to any restriction upon my liberty
were when I was in the Army and since I
have been married.

Hon. A. R. G. Hawke: Is tha t why we
have to suffer all this?

Hon. A. H. Panton: We w;ant to go
home!

Mr. LESLIE: I am definitely out-

Hon. A. H. Panton: So are we.
Hon. A. R. 0. Hawke ' Are you not al-

lowed to talk at home?

-Mr. SPEAKER: Order! Will the hon.
member address the Chair and turn towards
thle Chair.

Mr. LESLIE: it is necessary for the
people of this country elearly to understand
that thle proposal for the nationalisation of
the banks is merely one -step towards
Labour's objective, of ultimately securing
complete control, such as that enjoyed for a9
time by our fiends Hitler and Musslini,
and] that enjoyed today by the friend of
members opposite, 'Mr. Stalin, in Russia. I
intend to oppose it for the sake of liberty
and freedom, and I think that the people

shudbe made well aware of the danger.
It is the first step in the Communist pro-
gramme. I am afraid I have trespassed
somewhat onl the time of the House.

Hon. A. R. GT, Hawke: No, keep going!
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Mr. LESLIE: I wanted to counter the
note of pessimism that seems to have ani-
mated this debate. The only pessimistic note
we are justified in striking at the moment is
in relation to the Commonwealth proposal
to nationalise banking. If we follow out
the principles of freedom as in the past,
under wise government, I foresee a great
future ahead of this State, but wve must
east aside the pessimistic. outlook that would
have uts believe that the only way to achieve
something worth while is by adopting re-
strictions, even to the extent of restricting
working hours and so further curtailing the
supplies of commodities of which the
people are so urgently in need.

On motion by Mr. Hegney, debate ad-
journed.

House adjourned at 11.22 p.m.

71 21{atbE daunrff.
Wednesday, 27th August, 1947.
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The DEPUTY PRESIDENT took the
Chair at 4.30 p.m., and read prayers.

QUESTION.

ALBANY HARBOUR.

M~ to Tabling Plans.

Hen: A. THOMSON asked the Minister
for Mines: Will he lay on the Table of the
House a copy of the plans prepared by the
Public Works Department for improvements
to the Albany Harbourt

The MINISTER replied:
Yes. The existing plan is an outline

design only and subject to amendment fol-
lowing receipt of Mr. Tydeman's report.

* ADDRESS-IN-REPLY.

Nrintis Day.

Debate resumed from the previous day.

HON. 'A. THOMSON (South-East)
[4.33]: 1 desire to congratulate the Govern-
ment on its attaining to the occupancy of the
Treasury bench. We know that doctors
frequently order their patients a change of
climate; and it will be good for Wcstern
Australia to have a change of Government.
In my opinion, it twill prove beneficial to
the State.

Hon. G. Fraser: The doctors often Order
a chaufre to a temperate climate.

Hon. A. THOMSON: The previous Gov-
ernment, having enjoyed the flesbpots of
office for 14 years, had become self-satisfied;
any person who dared to criticise its adminis-
tration was viewed with extreme disfavoui
and his action was regarded as rather offen-
sive, particularly if the criticism was front
a member of the Opposition. Personally,
I feel that the offer of the present Opposi-
tion to give the new Government every
help is not quite in keeping with the petulant
and fault-finding attitude taken by the Op-
position so far as this session has proceeded.
Opposition members claim that the ex-
Premier, Hon. F. J. S. Wise, performed
miracles i-n obtaining from the Common-
wealth Treasurer sufficient money to enable
him to balance his Budget, and that the
present Government should how in humble
acknowledgment to him for supplying an
overflowing Treasury and for the work
which the previous Government arranged so
nicely and planned so far ahead.

I have no desire to detract or withhold
from Mr. Wise any praise for what he and
his predecessors, with the able assistance of
Mr. Reid, the Under-Treasurer, and the
Treasury officials, as well as previous Pre-
miers, did to obtain satisfactory results for
Western Australia when attending the
various conferences of Premiers at Canberra.
I am quite sure Hon. D. H. MieLarty will
prove their. equal in h# efforts to procure
justice for this State. Mr. Wise was reported
in the Press as having said that he, intended
to insist on the present Government carry-
ing out the promises which he made to
his electors. r would be greatly disap-
pointed in the Government if, without just
cause, it deliberately refused to carry out
the commitments of the previous Govern-
men t.

I cannot congratulate some of the mem-
bers of the previous Government upon the
attitude they have adopted so far. The
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